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Bill Would Require Adjoining—
Property Owners' Notification
Of Zoning Regulation Changes
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FRANKFORT. Ky.• API-A
bill seeking to assure that zoning changes are not made without the adjoining property owners being notified first has been
passed by the Kentucky House
of Representatives.
The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Robert Hughes, fl-Louisville,
would require that the adjointag property owners be notified
by registered mail it least 14
days in advance of any hearing
oil
-proposed" mining change.
a
Such a notice also would have
. to be posted conspicuously on
lie property for which the zoning change is sought.
The bill was passed and sent
to the Senate on - a-o1141---telte,
with the only voiced oppesffien
to it being over a keveraion
clause. That clause prOrides
that if the property . for which
the zoning has been changed is

Murray, Ky.: Tuesday Afternoon, January 25, 1972

rd Year

not used for that new purpose
within two years then it would
revert to its previous classification.
One of the opponents of the
section, Rep. John Hardin TIT,
D-Hepkinsville, said that "too
many times"-a developer cannot get started on a project in
that short a period.
Hughes replied that he felt
that stakes could merely be put
in the ground to comply_with
that part of the-6H.

Combined Assets Of Calloway.
Banks Total Near $85 Million
Increase Of About $10%
Million Since Last Year

to the Board of Directors with
amounted
utions
$84,988,369.66 while the total other directors as follows: L.L.
assets for the six months report Dunn,James E. Garrison, Hugh
Other bills passed by the
ending June 30, 1971 was Gingles, Foreman H. Graham,
House and sent to the Senate
$80,934,993.00.
Dr. James C. Hart, E.J.
were:
The Peoples Bank showed Haverstock MakAl.._. Hurt.
-House Bill 79, which would
deposits in the last --fenort
M. Lassiter, Wells
create an Elective Government
$28,484,821.11 and loans of peerby, I. We.* -Pqrstont,
Reorganization Commission in
$13,600,724.05.
A.W. Russell, Audrey Shamans,
counties with a first class city
The Bank of Murray showed Sr., Gingles Wallis and L.E.
to study local government funcdeposits of $41,931,266.98 and Wyatt. The bank has sixty two ,
tion and diake recommendaof $28,162,769.59
full time employees and hit
—
tions to improve it. The bat
The Dees Bank of Hazel parttime employees.
'
which now would apply only to
showed that it has deposits of
Murray Branch of IFIlopkipJefferson County, was passed
$5,016,347.15 and loans of avilie Federal Savings anittomt
62-13 after a motion to table it
$1,568,078.85.'Me Peoples Bank moved into .new quarters last
was defeated 14-59.
affiliate the PeoplesFarm August at the corner of Main
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Peter
Credit Corporation indicated it and Seventh. The modern of-Cam,&Louisville, said Jefferhad loans of $401,193.94.
son County residents had been fices include a foyer, business
H. Glenn Doran is president of offices and a "community
.• •
subjected 'lime after time" to
the Peoples Bank with directors room" which may be used by
studies on consolidating the
Snidest,en)ey the mew reference room in the Murray Middle School. The reference non is across
Fleetwood Crouch, Hugh L. local
Louisville and Jefferson County
for
organizations
the ball from the main library.
Houston, Conrad H. Jones, meetings. Combined assets of
governments. He said the new
Staff photo by David Hill
E.
George
Morris,
Lynwood
commission would end such
the local branch with its parent
Overbey, Sr., HT. Waldrop and firm are $31,019,000.00.
A good reader calls our at- studies and he would be "very
Clyde Reed. The bank has
tention to the fact that telephone much surprised" if it recomBruce Thomas is Vicethirty seven employees. Dr.
mended
eonsolidation.
books are needed m the hospital
President and manager of the
Hugh Houston is Chairman of
-HR 4, allowing for reciprorooms at Murray Nospital.
Murray Branch with Bobby
the Board of the bank.
Directories there are up to five cal licensing of auctioneers
ViceAssistant
Grogan
H. Glenn Doran is president
years old, and some rooms do from other states who inert
Helen Foley, teller
President,
also of the Dees Bank of Hazel
not have any at all. Apparently Kentucky requirements and
and Mrs. Shirley Billington,
with directors being W.M.
newer telephone directories are live in states with such an
teller.
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High School. In the corridor, the
jerking-pa ever saw. We just
Bank of Murray has just
Joe Dick is president of the
smell of varnish and chalk dust class schedule," Mr. Robert high school he experiences a
superior
felt plumb bad. Wife unfolded
for
Certificates
completed a northside branch
Bank of Murray and Joe Pat
of children's Glen Jeffrey, principal of the smooth transition.
sound
the
and
the couch in the den that makes
located just south of the new
In the middle school, the performances were presented Ward
vice-president and
echoes on the hardwood floors Murray Middle School sain.
Calloway
from
a bed and fixed it up and there
students
six
to
this
makes
School
(Continued on Page Ten)
Middle
student is given the opportunity
Cashier. Dick is Chairman of
might take you back many "The
County High School at the
we lay all day long. Thank
gnes
It
gradually.
transition
different
to
many
"explore"
years.
educational
- goodness f9r
the children a chance to develop fields. These include art, seventh annual Murray State
But not for long.
television. Nothing on the
industrial University oratory and inmini-skirted teacher the self-reliance and in- drama,
A
regular channels but soap
terpretation workshop held
coming down the hall brings you dependence that makcs high. arts, home economics, and
operas and we,filiured we had
FRANKFORT, Ky. (APY-A--- right back to the present. For a school seem less formidable." typing. Introducing children at Saturday January 22nd.
enough troubles ourself without bill which would limit a sales while the building may be old,
Those students receiving
Murray Middle School en- an earlier age to various
were Stacy Adonis,
looking in on the crisis after
tax on car Purchases to the W..- what's going on inside is new. It compasses grades five through professions,.and trades enables. certificates
crisis of the soap opera some. tualimakiFice nas itinudanadSandra Hargrove, Sandy
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grade
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be
'
evaluate
better
eightto
student
the
the-operation of the Murray
In the ilaulle Monday with Middle School, a concept in switch _classes for one subject. their academic goals when they- Moody, Laura Sills, Doris
Turner, and Carla Watkins.
Away weld*tsib flufferin
enough signatures toPass g•
education that is new not only In this way the shiebint is in- enter high school.
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.we.fell _better- The
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megicalization, but has the Mrs. Dorothy Lanier, and Mrs. participating in the M.S.U.
The Veterans Administration and vocational rehabilitation
reason we took Bufferin is fl-Salem, cosponsored the
. Martha Shirley, are doing tournment. The Speech and
Many people wonder why the security of one teacher.
over $1,033,862 in tests,These figoresIncIndrthe
spent
because if you notice on the TV measure and
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little B's that circulate through stitutional
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the VA Regional Vietnam veterans to attend
of
Director
your body much faster thanjust
spokesman said.
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two periods.
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Louisville.
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plain aspirin.
new car pays the 5-cent tax on through six and seven through
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Total
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istered in Kentucky the trade-in demonstrated that children
each of us has to offer."
Insurance and indemnities
penalty will be added to all
. The largest segment of the
still". We thought that was a lessens the tax. However, the
Each teacher lectures the
need a smoother transition and
property taxes that are not
for com- account for $82,422 of the
was
expenditures
deep statement.
proposed bill would base the earlier diversification than the
students on subjects in which
paid before Jantuiry 31.
pension chunty's share of Va expenses.
and
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--tax on cash paid, not any as- old established way offers.'
she is best qualified. Team
1972.
payments which amounted to Kentucky veterans received
Children's Letters to God is a sessed value.
"Previously, children went
s teaching also gives the teacher
$108,979,648. Of this total, $11.674,494.
booklet put out by Pocket
some extra time to prepare
Ratliff said construction and
Calloway county received
Books, a Division of Simon and
lectures and to work inis paid related costs throughoul
Compensation
$769,396.
Shuster, New York, New York.
James Merritt Lawson, Route
dividually with students.
to
amounted
to veterans who received some Kentucky
Most of the teachers feel that 1, Murray. has been charged sort of disability while on active 1R,SIO,342 in fiscal year 1971.
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duty. Pension payments go to
which we thought'
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for
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"Dear God: Count me in.
One of the middle school which had traveled in interstate
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Your friend Herbie"
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both
knowing
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already
teachers said,
grading period and semester at Karen Russell, Sarah Sams, Visher, Kathy Watson, Beth
stolen, according to Frederick spent $115,944 for readjustment
(Continued ,on Page Teo)
"Dear God: Your book has a Murray High School has been Debi Shinners, David Smith, Wilson.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Fehl, FBI special agent in
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lot of zip to it. I like science released by Principal Eli Penny Terhune, Dean Willis.
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from Peter Levin Pontiac from Frankfort, Ky., will be the legislative session, one by Rep,
Lowe, Cathy Mitchell, Trine
Richardson. Vicki lloberts, per cent utilities tax that would Company in Chicago Heights.
was; and got away. Keep up the Cooper;
Peter Conn, _D-Louisville, and
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United
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Ministry.
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mentary
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A petition forced the issue to
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Arm Parker,Cindy Parker,Scott
The KPA,at its annual meetscheduled to appear on April
is
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Partly cloudy, windy and Peterson, Lyn Reagan, Gail (;ravesCounty may renovate Clark, Bonnie Cohoon, Anne a ballot.
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through
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India, East Africa and South prime importance in securing
for new school facilities in the
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last
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years.
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school
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precipitation, near zero Oslo:,-Hudgins, Quick Huasung, harry the meantime-has- borrowed
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Three Generations Have Attended
Class In Middle School Building
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1
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purnalism,
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Two Counts

Press Calls For
New Legislation

Carlisle County
To Vote On Tax

The Weather
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The combined assets of the
banking institutions of
Calloway County have reached
a grand total . of about $85
million dollars according to
published reports released
Peoplia-Bank7Trees
Bank of
Hazel and the
Murray. Assets of the Bank of Murray
reached a total of $47,017,424.00
at the close of .business
December 31, 1971. Ending the
same period the Peoples Bank
noted assets of -$32,002,0115.63.
Dees Bank et Howl,an affiliate
bf the People...rank had assets
of $5,423,666M as of December
31. The Peoples Farm Credit
Corporation, another Peoples
Bank affiliate has assets' of
$515,193.20.
The combined total of all of
these banking firms indicates
an increase over the June 30,
1971 report of $4 million dollars,
and an increase of about lOks
million dollars over the
December 31, 1970 report.
Total assets of these in-
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By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 25,
the 25th day of 1972 with 341 to
follow.
The moon is betantli
--- first
quarter and hill pls.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Aquarius.
Scottish poet Robert Burns was
born Jan. 25, 1759m
On this day in history:
In 1858 Mendelsaohn's "Wedding March" was played for the
first time at the marriage
ceremony of Queen Victoria's
daughter, Princess Royal, to
the Crown Prince of Prussia.
In 1890 New York reporter
Nellie Bly returned from a trip
around the world in the time of
n day , six hours and 11
minutes.
In 1915 transcontinental telephone service was inaugurated
in a hookup between New York
and San Francisco.
In 1971 Charles Manson and
three women were found guilty
in the murders of actress
Sharon Tate and six others.
Also that day the U.S. Supreme
Court banned job-hiring bias
against mothers of small
children.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Representative Charlie Lassiter, Almo Elementary School
principal, is now serving his first term as Democratic State
Representative in the 1962 Legislature.
Mrs. Reba-Miller, coach and members of the Calloway County
Debate team,Charles Finnel, Randy Patterson, Dan McDaniel,
Betty Parker, Rob Enoch, Donald Doran, and Ken Imes
presented the program at the meeting of the Calloway County
High School PTA.
The tCarrTs Grove HOmemakers Club will meet m me name.
Mrs. Floyd Taylor, Wiswell Road.
'Butterfield 8" with Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Ifitrin. and
Eddie Fisher is showing at the Murray Drive In Theatre.
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10-Years Age-Today
LEDGER A TIMER WILE
Deaths reported are Leander Cole,age 63,who died suddenly at _
his home here yesterday, and Dr. Robert E. Beddow, husband of
the former LonelLs Houston of Murray,on January 20in Shawnee, Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Allbritten will celebrate their golden
- -wedding anniversary with an-open house-en-January 47 et their—
home at New Concord.
Dr..-CW. Miller of Hazel is a patient at Campbell
Memphis, Term., for treatment for injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on January 19.
"Dr. Fred Roane of Harlingen, Texas, was a visitor in the
Ledger & Times office yesterday", from the column "Seen an &
Heard Around Murray".

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For the Lord knoweth the way of righteousness:but the way of
the Ungodly shall perish.-Psalm 16.
Ultimately, there are but two ways in life. Follow the Psalms
for God's way.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Cart Mint Jr.
Well;-Congress is.in session and once again in a
presidential election ye'air We will be treated to -a
mixture of the most.confusing and self-serying
kgislative broil it is the indulgence of Americans to
misunderstand, disbelieve, disallow, discredit and
regretfully accept.
• "Ah wee is me...grief returns with the
revolving year(s)."
-- —Percy Ityosho Shelley

Crime
Id Be At
Highest This-Quarter
fliiiithètjiiieirtIié-Year
when the independent business
firms of the nation will experience their greatest losses
from criminal activity.
At least this will be true if 1971
duplicates 1972. A just completed year-long survey by ,the
National Federation of Independent Business shows that
in the first quarter, of 1971, 42
percent of the independent
business people reported losses
from crime, dropping to 41
percent in the second quarter
and down to 38 percent in the
third quarter and moving upward to 39 percent in the final
quarter. This data is derived
from 121,952 respondents in all
50 states. .
The crime with the greatest
degree of incidence is, as to he
expected, shoplifting. The
highest percentage of independent retailers reporting
shoplifting was last JanuirY
when 73 percent reported losses
from this crime, dropping to 19
percent in February, then
-jumping back up to 23 percent in
June and_ August. 01 November
it showin up atnong 22 percent
of the respondents' and in
December 20 percent reported.
However, it is believed that the
incidence- of
December.
shoplifting was higher, but
usually is not discovered until
January.
Burglary and vandalismalso'
hit their highest peak in the
first quarter of the year, running about 15 percent higher
than in other quarters.
Losses from theft which run
second to shoplifting continue at
,about the same level, or 15
percent., throughout the year,
Two vocations are par-,
* ticillary hard hit by both van- &lien- AM theft. Independent
contractor builders report
• losses due to theft running from

g
'
r

By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

TIJE VITAL SEAPOWER ROLE
_
PENSACOLA FLA.-Several generations of naval aviators
:have gone through flight training at the-eir station here. Pilots
who fought in the Western Pacific in World WarLL-battled in the
skies over Korea and dodged SOviet-made SAM Missiles on the
sky route into North Vietnam gained- their initial expertise at
Pensacola.
Flight training continues but, today, Pensacola has an additional mission.It is the headquarters bf the new Naval Training
Command headed by Vice Adm. M.W."Chris" Cagle, one of the
ablest flag officers in the Navy. As an author of books and articles
on sea power and as former commander of a carrier task force in
the Vietnam War, Adm.(*sigh has the credentials to direct the
Navy's entire training,and educational- effort.
- Part of this educational mission, specifically authorized by the
the Secretary qf the Navy, is a series of seapower symposia for
community and opinion leaders around the country. These
symposia meet a national need for, education regarding the
challenge of the oceans and, more specifically, the Soviet naval
challenge on and under the sea. The need for this particular
educatienal program is all the greatest because of the
inadequacy and obsolescence of many U.S. defense systems,
resulting from the long McNamara regime at the Pentagon in the
1960's when technological innovation and new construction were
blocked.
While U.S. naval construction languished- it0 the 1960's, the
Soviet Onion pushed ahead with a huge naval building program.
Norman Polmar, American editor of the authoritative annual
volume Jane's Fighting Ships, recently lectured here on the size
.•
U.S. warships are old, he said, the Soviet high seas fleet is new.
Soviet naval guns have longer ranges than guns on U.S. warships. The Soviets have shipbpard missiles with a range of 450
miles. The U.S. hasn't any surface missiles on its ships. The
Soviets are building missile-firing submarines at a rapid rate.
The US.forceof missile subs in frozen at 41.
For the time being, the U.S. advantage lies in its 15 aircraft
carriers. But a number of these Ships are old and should be
replaced. Obtaining congressional approval of a new attack
"Carrier is extremely difficult in view of the anti-defense bloc in the
Senate. Getting a greenlight for a group of smaller carriers or for
new type submarines islikely to be equally difficult.
At this point in history, many Americans don't want to hear a
recital of grim realities. They don't want to be exposed to harsh
truths about the deterioration of the US.armed forces. Yet if the
United States and its people's cherished freedoms are to survive,
national security forces must be augmented. If the U.S. is Weak,
the Soviet Unien may be tempted to strike.If American forces are
inadequate, the President of the United States May be unable to
assert the national will in a crisis situation. American weakness,
moreover, invites Soviet nuclear- blackmail.
These facts underscore the point - that-U.S. military str th
must be rebuilt. We can't hope to match The strength of
et
ground forces. But we have an opportunity to r am our
superiority at sea-if we move fast. The generati a( nuclear
peace the United States has enjoyed is the rutt, in large
measure, of America's ability to project ita
strength on a
worldwide basis.
America's most effective deterrent
its ;submarine-based r
missile force. The United States needs put more missiles at sea
-because this would enlarge the proi for Soviet Ieadera who
may be considering the chances o surprise attack in the middle
or late 1970's. One thing is clea
e U.S. must get rid of the land
strategy that has turned N
America into a'giant target. On the
level below strategic dete ence, the U.S. must retain a capacity
for defeat-of its in
that doesn't involve deployment of
large ground armie
n option that's been closed as a result cf
the Vietnam War
Means the U.S. must have a qualitatively
and quantitatively
superior Navy, capable of influencing
events in diatant regions.
These ate the central truths of America's strategic situation
todayA is essential that these truths be understood by opinion
an4Aiommunity -leaders throughout the nation.

21-1n-24-percentenctimonttiand
losses from vandalism are
reported by an average of 14 to
15 percent on.. a month after
month basis. This jumps up to
19 percent during the dark
winter months and drops as low
as 11 percent during the longer
summer days.
Independent tratisportation
firms, also report a high incidence of vandalism, with
those reporting such losses
ranging from 7 percent during
the long summer days to 17
percent in the dark winter
months.
Theft is almost a constant
problem according to the NFIlt
survey, among the independent
transportation operators. The
percentage reporting losses
from this source never drops
below 21 percent in any month
and does reach as. high as 24
percent, with December an
especially bad month for such
losses.
There are more incidences of
theft reported by independent
wholesalers than by retailers.
Alpong both independent
;gaiters and manufacturers 12
percent report the losses in
December while_14 percent of
the wholesaleri report losses
from this_ cause.
Burglary is reported by about
6 percent of the independent
business community, but seems
to favor no particular occupation.
16 HOME GAMES
Crime losses by independent
BRADENTON, Fli. (AP)firms appear to be heaviest Otr.
the mountain stiftes-w
,49 The world champion Pittfburgh
Pirates will have a hectic
percent of the tilde • nt
spring training exhibition sea- •
losses son. Sixteen games will be business firms
in the third quarter last year played here, starting on March
and the low,*
dence„ahows 4 with a test against the Boston
up in the NFIA'surveys in the Red Sox '
West north cnfitral states witIl 32
Fifteen "road games' will in-'
percent idporting losses.
-Mode-three-with the Cincinnati-bale* of the regions vary Only Reds in Venezuela, March 17, 18
about .two Percent in their and 19. The lastgame here
April 4 with Boston.
reported crime losses

,
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
FORT WORTH,Tex. IAPiWhen Mrs. Lula Black Veale,
celebrated her 97th birthday recently, the Texas Christian University School song wouRPhave
been more appropriate than
!Happy BirfIldayt:' Mrs.. Vealervelle new lives-toMidland, es one.of a long ime of
l'CU alumni and the party was
,held in the Student Center _un
-tampus.
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ByJkksPrke
"I have become fascinated by
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-The India ink and poster paint," he
art world is like a diamond with says. 'The poster paint resists
many facets. One cutting might ink, making it interesting to do
reflect realism, another a picture in white paint on white
romanticism and still others watercolor paper." This is a
cubism, dadimn and the many process that includes painting,
other faced that make up such a drying, washing and brushing
world.
with the end result not one but a
Two widely separated faces variety of interesting effects.
are being eihibited until Feb. 5 He has five works using this
---- --at- -Doctors- --Paiiisr
media at the-- Doctors Park
Nicholasville Road, Lexington, exhibit. Included- in 62 other
in a show sponsored by The works are acrylics, tissue
Lexington Art League.
collage, cloth collage, pen and
"I've been interested in Ink, and oil pastel.
drawing and painting since I
Carl Shannon, like his conwas a boy," says Jim Bran- temporary Jim Brancaccio, has
caccio of Lexington, whose exhibited widely in the Central
small ' drawing of ghostly Kentucky area and has a
figures done with white number of awards to bis credit.
on
peon
Shannon found it necessary to
black paper is attracting the temporarily file away his in
interest of those who view the interest in art while in military
show. Brancaccio brings the service in Italy and even later
excitement of ths world of when he reared four children.
fantasy to his wort.
"It was encouragement of my
On the other side of the eking 'Wife'-thir brouglirme- —
-Awl& for the day-c
diamond is a facet of realism or
back W the Pencil again,
Hoover, 31st- American
naturalism. Works of Carl said. "I started back with only Herbert
President, said, "older mos
Shannon, also of Lexington, two charcs: penei's."
declare war. But it is youth.
show things of nature as they
His,his
hen
first successdrawing
was in 101
968
must fight and die." _
that
m
are.
- w
char
rcoal
a
"Because of polio at an early mallard won a first
age . I spent my childh o.od followed by another first inplace'
1912.
confutes'," he said, erplairong This intensified his intavest
•
his early interest in art and drawing birds of Kentucky. As
C1143tUreS--• —
Tally binirs spent drawing member of a bicycle club, his
birds and scenes of nature,
countryside
Shannon is from a family of six Pedals
around have
the gotten him
with a camera
with three of the six talented in "man a good picture."
Chicago (NFS) - Table-top
art.
These photos become part of
sculpture is making its debut in/
Brancaccio, born in Cin- his research material. He has
a big.way in 1972.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Gov.
cinnati in 1941, moved to painted the mallard, cardinal,
"Whether it's whimsy or the
Wendell H. Ford recently took
classics, you can get
'
,Valve
Lexington soon after his
mockingbird, American
time out from his busy schedule
sculptured pieces that. ill add
to kick off the 1972 Heart Fund graduation from grade school. goldfinch, red-tailed hawk,
an attractive note/to an oc
!
He attended Catholic High and meadowlark, sapsucker, redcasional table mantel, bookDrive
by
proclaiming
Transylvania College and later headed woodpecker, sparrow
shelf, or b fet,
reports
February, Heart Month in
taught high school English in hawk and ringneck pheasant:In
decorating
nsultant • Mary
Kentucky.
addition he draws animals and . Ann
Former Sen. Thruston B. Cardington, Ohio.
,--the- company
Since creative people find it more recently has ventured WM
Morton, State Heart Fund •
vises, Arabesque; of
ible to stop creating, an sand canvas landscapes and .she
Campaign Chairman, and Miss artist who paints usually is
Tra rse City, Mich. has come
seascapes.
with a series of whimsical
I.inda Haertzen, Lexington,
inclined toward others of the
He has been a driver for
nimal statuettes, all based on
State Heart Fund Princess,
arts. In Brancaccio's life, Lexington Transit Co. for 21/ uriamitt sculptures. - joined Governor Ford in the
drama and the'theater compete years and did a drawing of the'
INCLUDED ARE a goat,
ceremonies
first hug- used -bynerlean
cat:- bi,-ram,---owl; and llama,
with his art talents.
Former Gov. Edward T.
inche
ranging fitarti .10 't0
After five yearsaf teaching
Breathitt is serving as State
Transit CO. The dewing'hangs'. high, and av;ilable in a variety
quit to return to Lexington anti a in the company's Milk Office
a'finishes.
Heart Fund AdvtanrY Chair- full-time pursuit of painting. St, Louis.
For those whose utiles run
man.
With
a
collegiate
art
to more classic lines, AraBoth artists are members of
Noting that an estimated
besque has Core up with finely
background limited to an art The Lexington Art League and
19,400 Kentuckians will die of
detailed traditional, classical,
appreciation course, he began a The Blue Grass Artist Assn. One
heart attacks this year,
and even Oriental sculptures.
studio session with lessons from views the 'world as it is-the
Governor Ford called for a
Included are a miniature
Barbara Atwood. At the same other sees it as it might never
replica of Venus de Milo, the
statewide response to the Heart
time he continued his interest in be seen through the eyes of
head of Michelangelo's famous
Month Campaign.
theater, working with Third apcither.
David, and a pair_ of art
"Last year's campaign raised
Floor Theatie, Canterbitry-1/This &versification will at.portrayine a
approximately $529,000 and
little btlYTh
aniai°itgirt
Pilgrim Playhouse and S
tract many art lovers to Doctors
must go all out to improve on
The table-top sculptures are
Players. He currently is pla
Park before the show ends.
that this year," the governor
_available in -furniture, depart.
the lead, Berenger, in E
merit. and gift stores.
Vakt.
Ionesco's absurdist/ play
Sen. Morton said some 425,000
Rhinoceros,'in which he sees
Kentuckians will be affected by
his entire town become
—Term-440dg
inciceroses. this Studio
from the campaign will be used
Players
• r,ction runs Jan.
Ends Tonite
for research and treatment at
20-72 and -.27-29.
the -state and national level.
"2
LANE
50000/
41
BLACKTOP Ti
Bran c.cio's feeling for
Heart Month will-be climaxed
fan
clod
is/ like
a
James Taylor
Prog. Info. 753 3314
by a door-to-door campaign on
su ealietic lining running
Heart Sunday Feb. 27. Some
a field's( winter-paint
60,000 Kentucky volunteers will
India ink and collage to hold
be working on the month-'
'Starts Tomorrow
hands with art nouveau ladies
campaign.
sans bric-a-brac.
In other activities Goyirnor
Ford also proclaimed the week
of "Jan. 30- Feb. Os Clergy
Week in Kentucky.
The -obserwite is sporsibred Dear Editor:
by Civitin4ntOnational to
honor clo*A rzw4,1 of all faiths in
I am one of the many in this
memory of four chaplins who community that was saddened
lost • ir lives trying to save over the sudden loss of Mr. A.
in World War II.
Carman. He was greatly
"It is fitting that a special respected and was a man of
period be set aide to honor
outstanding achievement, and I
those who have dedicated their would like to add one more item
lives
to
spiritually to his long list of credits.
strengthening our lives, homes
I doubt if many knew of his
and communities," Governor great interest in the Murray Art
Ford said. "Clergy of all faiths Guild. Although he was not
have provided inspiration and himself an artist he was a very
leadership by thought, word and generous patron member.Since
deed."
, 111
the purchase in late summer of
The governor also proclaimed the new home for the Guild, it
oeci. Adults '1.75-Children .75
the week of Feb.
20-26 would be impossible to count the
NO PASSES FRI. & SAT.
Engineers' Week in Kentucky, hours he spent there. He gave
honoring the work of engineers unselfishly his time, energy
in Wilding America.
and ideas. So often when
Governor
Ford
noted something needed to be done he
engineers are "devoted to
would pay for it himself. He was
Ends Tonits
Improving the way of life for always there when work was
future generations in Kentucky
being
- done to see that it was
"The Gang That
and aroand the world,'
b done correctly, and often
Prog. Into. 753 3314 Couldn't Shoot Straight"
developing techniques, engaged in physical labor that
equipment and methods to
was really more than he should
Starts Tomorrow
combat Problem' 4frctinif all
have done.
areas of our lives."
He was very interested in
spTonsheoredobsebyrventhcee senbtu
ecirlitgy
having a permanent art center
Kentucky
A SWINGING
that the community would point
Society
of
Professional
WESTERN
to with pride. He spent much of
Engineers.
his last day at the guild and
•••
twice remarked that day that it
O'Brisa in !Probe'
was really coming along and
,HOLIAW006 (UPI) - was beginning to look very nice.
We owe much to him and will
Hugh O'ibian; off the video
ries kick ince"Wyatt Earp," • miss him very much.He will not
will star in "Probe',"a two-hour be soon'forgotten.
G
telrvision movie whic-4 nit • NOM LEWIN rtlAS POESENTMON
ITCPOIC01.
do
2
._)
.
0_ as a pilot for -a new. - Susanne Doyle
E-J1'Lz;
COM
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Penny Homemakers
Have Meet Recently

Parks-Chatman Engagement Announced

Youth Group
Has Banquet

KENTUCKY

TUESDAY—JANUARY 25, 1972

Cabinets4r
ant
in kitchen planning

Mrs. Thomas James wan
hostess for the meeting of the
ting your kitchen? —Finn t s. They should have
Penny Ftomeitudiers Club held
P. edify a major item in
on Monday, January 17, at ten
screws and bolts to hold
looks and cost will be new
parts together firmly. The
o'clock in the morning at the
kitchen cabinets, says Dorometals should be heavy
Holiday Inn.
thy Teeter, exteneion speThe Youth Group of the First
enough to stand hard wear;
The president, Mrs. Grace
cialist, housing and furnishBaptist Church held a banquet
shelves should be strong
Covey, presided. Due to the
ings, Ohio State University. _ enough to resist bending
on Thursday evening, January
illness of Mrs. Richard Armwith weight. With either
20,in honor of the retirees in the
strong the mail lesson was not
CABINETS are a basic
wood or metal cabinets, reetiOn•
kitchen need because they -member that storage space
presented:In attendance were
provide the storage space
Mrs. Flifton Harrell read the Rev.and
is more usuable when
Mrs. R.A. Stinker, Mr.
for the foods and utensils
scripture from Ephesians 4:31- and Mrs.
shelves we adjustable.
W.B. Parker, Mr. and
used
in
cooking,
serving
The finish on kitchen
32 and led in prayer in the Mrs.
Carl Lovett, Hardin, Mrs.
and clean up. You may
cabinets must be durable to
absence of the devotional Gussie
have 150 packaged food
Adams, Mrs. Gertrude
stand up to frequent spills
By Abigail Van Buren
leader, Mrs. Delia Graham.The Farris
items, 120 utensils, and 12
Evans, Mrs. Birdie
and cleaning. Synthetic varroll call was by the secretary,
different containers of
Parker, and Mrs. Hugh Wilson.
nishes that are impervious
Mrs. Harrell.
_cleaning supplies stored in
DEAR ABBY: I would like your opinion on a statement
-.0---4'he banquet meal was
to moisture or glossy enaim
Lessons for next year' Were prepared and served
your
kitchen
cabinets!
So,
srli7'b6yfriencl has Made to-iiieteltilie prefaellif-Wring
el paints are suitable for
by the
discussed and lunch was served Young People; and
measure and estimate carethat our relationship is very serious, and we are considering
wood cabinets. Metal cabithe program
fully all your storage
at noon in the dining room.
marriage.
nets should have synthetic
consisted of group singing led
needs.
The next meeting will be held by Miss Becky
baked enamel finishes.
We were discussing marriage and children, and I asked
Hogancamp and
Most kitchen cabinets toon Monday, February 21, at the accompanied by
Before you buy kitchen
him if he would ever change a baby's diaper. He replied,
Miss Beverly
day are factory made in
cabinets, visit several dealHoliday Inn with Mrs. Vernon Parker.
"Absolutely not. Just the thought of It is revolting!"
many different styes and
ers in your area. InvestiMoody as hostess.
s
Abby, I am not saying that this particular tasli would
Miss Kathy Rogers presented
colors. Dealers have model
gate the features of each
be shared equally between us, but I would like to think that
the devotion and special music
kitchens set up so you can
brand of cabinet. Select the
if I were not feeling well, or happened to be away for a few
see how the cabinets will
was provided ,by Miss Jane
one to fit your needs and
hours, my husband would assume the job if necessary.
look in a kitchen setting.
Wager, Mixt Becky Hoganpocketbook. Buy the best
How do you feel about this?
NAMELESS, PLEASE
camp, and Mrs. Treva Mathis.
quality you can af f or d—
CHOOSE
a
style
that
fits
,
yews
be
using
those
caw
After group introductions and
DEAR NAMELESS: I think there should be some
_ilk..the . general _decorating_ __nettttenttines
a display of hobbies and talents,
"changes" mide-beiore you have children. And for opeoers,
scheme of your house. If
the group was dismissed in
one should be your (lance's attitude.
the
general
decor
is
inforMiss Marilyn Kay Parks
prayer by Bill Farris.
mal. select painted, cabinets
Mrs.
David
Palmer,
Approximately 25 young
or a light wood color.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 33 years. My
Mr. and Mrs. David Rudell Parks of Murray announce the
president, presided, at the
people were present.
Avoidmuch molded, decohusband is 62 and I am 58
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
meeting of the Wadesboro
rative design. .For a more
Recently my husband lost his job because he had an
Marilyn Kay,to Rodney Dewey Chatznan, son of Mrs. Maurene
Homemakers Club held in the
5..
formal look, gce to darker
--affair-with r young married woman who worked-lithe-1.i lie
Chaim= and the late Dewey Chatmaia of Water Valley, Kenlovely home oni".7-tlinton
wood colors or naturals
worked.
tucky.
Purchett on W/elnesday,
with fancy hardware and
My question: Should F write and tell our son the truth
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. Prentice Thomas and
January 19, at ten-thirty
moldings.
about
his father? Our son lives in another state but will be
late
Mrs.
and
Thomas
Mrs.
Turner
Mr.
the
late
Bessie
and
the
o'dock in the min-fling- .. You'll find good quality
home soon,-and I'm afraid -somebody might tell
.Dave4Wfra
,
-all Of Murray.
-cabinets in either wood or i
The devotion from Matthew
Neil Bri-oPersed -Kir—
is. a snaallstown and you know bow people talk,
The groomelect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Will
Metal. Wood cabinets • are
- 5:24 was giver -by- Mrs: Max
lovelyhome on larkivbod Drive
and I'd rather have him hear it from me than from a
enjoying great popularity
Puckett of Water Valley and the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hurt.
for the meeting of the Dorothy
now and come in a variety
stranger:
Chatman of Malden, Missouri.
•
The Women's Society of
Mrs,
Lowell
Group of the Baptist Women of
Palmer
of designs and colors. If
Also, the young woman my husband had the affair with
Miss Parks is a 1971 graduate of Murray High School and is
_the main Limon on Christian Service of the Coles
the
First
Baptist Church held on
you choose wood, be sure
is still -working there. Her hushand is employed and I am
- and Warranties". Camp Ground United Methodist -Presently attending Murray State University where she is an
tees
Tuesday, January.18, at ten
the
cabinets
are
construct':
-not,- -and- - am too- -olcrtisutiErt looking for a Ph' Do you
member
office.
a
4fTi#T1111,143.0CaShe
is
7,7:-.726 7recreational - pried was Mara ina—itiOnistlijc,- -131nployeeotthe post
o'clock-In
the
morning.
ed of a hardwood—maple,
think truirafair?
Sorority.
UNHAPPY AT 58
conducted by Mrs. Ernest January 19-,- at seven o'clock in
A short devotional was given
birch or cherry—or a good
Futrell with Mrs. Max Hurt and the evening at the home of Mrs.
by Mrs. Loyd Jacks, secretary,
quality pressed wood hardHEAR UNHAPPY: No. If your husband was fired beMr. Chatznan is a 1969 graduage of Wingo High School and is
Mrs. Burma McDaniel being James Griffith at Coldwater.
board. The joints should fit who also read the minutes and
cause of the affair, the woman should have been fired also.
presently attending Murray State University. He is a member of
"The Christian's Reward"
tightly and be well glued.
the recipeints of the prizes.
gave the financial report. Mrs.
Don't tell your son the reason for his father's dismissal. He
the Pershing Rifles Military Fraternity and is a former emJoints that dovetail or inOther members present were was the theme of the program
may not hear about it. But if he does, tell him the truth.
Hugh Oakley, • chairman,
ployee of the Miller Company in Martin, Tennessee.
terlock are stronger than
Mrs. Gusts Conner, Mrs. Baron presented by Mrs. Charlie
presided.
simple butt joints.
Plans are being made for a late summer wedding.
Palmer, Mrs. Clete Young, and Lassiter. The scripture reading
Mrs. James Martin read a
DEAR ABBY: I'll get right to the point: IZ,v been a
Mrs. Wyane Hardie. Two new was by Mrs. Stanclley Letletter from Mrs. Paul (Dorothy)
saleslady in the same store for 36 years, so you blow I'm
CHECK
METAL
cabinets
members were Mrs. Dennis terman who also led the closing
Mosteller, missionary in
no kid. I've sold neCkwear, blouses, costume jewelry and
for smooth welds at the
prayer.
Cobb and Mrs. Gary Key.
Thailand, for whom this group
purses over the years.
During the social period,
A potluck luncheon was
is named. She is a former
My pet peeve is the "looker". When I notice a customer
refreshments were served by
served at noon.
secretary of the Baptist Student
is interested in something, I approach her with a smile and
the
hostess.
-* The next meeting will be held
Union and is a graduate of
in a pleasant tone of voice, I say, "May I help you,
Members present were Mrs.
at the home of Mrs. Max Hurt
Murray State University. In her
Madame?"
on Wednesday, February 16, at Austelle Crouse, Mrs. Marvin
letter she told of David Lewis,
Nine times out of ten, she will drop whatever she was
Tuesday, January 25
Scott, Mrs. Trellis McCuiston,
10:30 a.m.
looking at and say, "No thanks, I was just looking." Then
The Omicron Alpha Chapter MSU student, who visited their
Mrs. Charlie Lassiter, Mrs.
.The walks away.
of the Tau PhrLambda sorority home on his World tour. She is
Boyce Norman, Mrs. Standley
I suppose I should be used to it by now, but it still
will have itspledge ceremony at working with the leprosy colony
spend
You'll
shopping time, usually given to reoccurLetterman, Mrs. Keith Letburns me up
Captain's Kitchen at 6:30 p.m. there. The G'roup made plans to'
ring trips to the grocery store, at home when you own a
terman, and Mrs. James
assist the Mostellers.
Why do women do this?
-new refrigerator4r4ezer You can purchase several weeks
,"MISS 13Griffith. Two visitors were also.; supply of frozen foods, and have
It was announced that
them there, at home,
john Winter," associate
DEAR
MISS
Br
Because
while
present for the meeting.
"Madame"
is trying to
conveniently at your fingertips, whenever you need them.
professor of music at Murray magazines have been ordered to
make up her mind, the salesperson interrupts her silent
State University, will play tape be placed in different homes.
The Baptist Women of the
"should-l-or-shouldn't-l" debate, and Madame becomes deHere are suggestions on ussage:
recordings and show slides of Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger thanked
Elm Grove Baptist Church held
fensive. She's afraid she'll be talked into a...sale she 'may
group
the
help
for
their
for
the
a-pipe organs he_has seen and
its mission study program on
later regret. A better approach would be, -If you find
Read the manufacturer's instruction booklet carefully
illanksgiving
dinner
for
the
played during two sabbatical
Wednesday, January 19, at
something you like, I'll be glad to help you."
and thoroughly, before using your new refrigerator-freezleaves in the United States and International students. The
seven o'clock in the evening.
Remember, all buyers were "lookers" first.
er. Each new feature is designed to add convenience and
Spireno
was
meeting
attended.:
Europe at. the R.W. Farrell
"Missions and Crises of the
economy in food planning and preparation. So be sure
%VW
Tarry.
Mrs.
-Eugene
Hail. Arts
City: AlCoholism and Drug
you understand how the manufacturer intends for it to be
CONFIDENTIAL TO GOLDEN GATE GIRL: The man
Building, MU, at eight p.m. director, announced that Focus
ISependents" was the theme of
used. Understanding and foflowing his suggestions could
who is forever talking about 'what a great man he is with
Week
the
"Family
theme,
on
The public is invited.
add extra years of service to your appliance's
the study presented by Mrs.
the ladies is usually doing what he does best. Talking.
Involvment In Missions" will
A. Work quickl_y_ in transferring ,coinniercially frozen
Albert Crider.„Mrs. Purdom
be
held
February
13-19.
R.
Rev.
The
Coldwiter Homelltitten-v- Wi from stcie to freezer or in freezing fresh food. Shop.
Lassiter, and Mrs. Billy
What's your problem? You'll feel bettor If yea gm is se
Club met at the home of Mrs.
Mrs, Hannah Sanderson, A. Slinker will conduct the book
at the Amery store last., Pick up the refrigerated and
Outland.
chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOO, Los Astable. Cal.
year
study
in
February.
Noble Fuqua on Tuesday, frozen items last. Frozen foods must remain frozen and
missionary to Trinidad. will
The Call to prayer and
MOO. For a perusal reply meteor stamped. adlgrolood
Refreshments were served to
rhotmc_terwed
at thPmPtwg. of the
/speak_
Ikehonesn'elarksket
lage
_.2.1d
wetJaattarY
heztr tyttrre- t
-from - I
dlealapis.
quality. •
Current Missions Group of the the ten members present and
Corinthians 14:25-33 were by afternoon.
the
two
new
members
were
.
2. Select only the best quality foods for freezing.
Memorial Baptist Church at the
Mrs. Charles Burkeen. The
Mrs. Newel Doores read the
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Low* visaing."
Mrs.. Allen Wilson and Mrs.
3. Wrap food carefully and securely in materials
church at-seven p.m.
closing prayer was led by Mrs. fourth chapter of Ephesians and
suited for freezer use. Failure to do this will result in the
send el to Abby. Box IMO. Los Angeles. Cal. MIS.
John McKinney:
•
Gary Wicker.
led in prayer. The roll call was
food's loss of quality and flavor.
,
The
Gamma
Gamma
Chapter
Others present were Mrs. answered by the New Year's
4. The freezer should at all times maintain a temperaof Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
George Cessey, Mrs. Dock resolution members should
ture of zero degrees or less. Overloading the freezer with
the home of Mrs. Jerry Duncan.
Boggess, Mrs. Luther Hendon, have made but didn't.
unfrozen food will not only over work the motor but raise
the interior temperature until all the contents have been
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson, Mrs.
The craft lesson on "Flowers
frozen.
Keys Keel, and Mrs. Frances
The Foundational Sunday
and Waste Paper Cans"
5 A very important tip! Do NOT use more receney
Allen.
School-Class
of the First Baptist
frozen foods while older containers of the same food
were made from colored egg
Church will Meet at the home of
remain in the freezer. Keep your stock of food in a state
cartons. Mrs. Edgar Smith
Mrs. Jerry Henry, 1400 Vine
of rotation. Keep an inventory on the door. Place the
displayed an afghan she was
ki.411e2411042SAVE
Street,
at seven p.m.
newest
foods
at
the
back,
that
way
have
the
which
foods
making on the Daisy Winder.
been frozen the longest will be served at the earliest
ARE
i- YOU
The hostess gave a demdnopportunity. One year is as long as any food item should
- INVITED TO
A shower for sEyerett and
stration on "Strawtex flowers"
be kept in a home freezer. To retain the good' quality of
Frankie Harrell and children
COMO In and
frozen foods_ the following times at zero degrees are
made with the winder.
1 Group
whose home was destroyed by
1 Group
suggested.
Browse Around
fire
Others taking part in the
will
the
held
Comat
be
Fruits and vegetables
12 months
'
1 Our Selection
1 Group
munity Room of the Murray
Daisy winding were Mrs. Hill
Ground meat
3 to 6 months
mALFLOWERS
Adams, Mrs. Hugh Adams,
Branch of the Hopkinsville
Beef, veal and poultry
months
to
12
8
DRIED FLOWERS
Mrs.Homer Bazzell, Mrs. Jerry
Federal Savings and Loan
Pork, fish and lamb
6 to 9 rremths
VASES
I
Pre-cooked:
Bazzell, Mrs. Eulis Cox, and
Association at seven p.m.
1/2 Price _J/
MI Chestnut St.
Meats, stews, etc
Mrs. Margie Sanderson.
Persons may leave gifts of
3 to 6 months
Phone 7534106
Cookie dough
money or items at the
4 to 6 months
Little visitors were Tracy and
WE DELIVER
Baked breads and cakes
4 to 6 months
Associational office prior to the
Kelly Adams and Kenneth
Pies
2 to 4 months
shower.
Bazzell.
The next meeting will be held
The Christian Social Concerns
All Brush
New Spring
in the home of Mrs. Jerry
cooking
Committee will meet at the
Bazzell on Tuesday, February
ireee
Douglas Community Center at
& Summer
You should always cook
Nylon
15, at one p.m.
• re
7:30 p.m.
meat and poultry at low to
SPRING
Merchandise
temperatures.
moderate
This provides maximum
Atriving Daily
-•' Wednesday, January 26
tenderness and juiciness
The Baptist Women of the
by American Scene
to
and
meat
yields
more
Regular &
Eighty five county and area
•Act Ill
.1
Kiritsey Baptist Church will
because of less
home economics subject matter serve
meet at the church at seven
•Hot Pants
•Gay Gibson
chairmen representing all eight shrinkage. It also helps
Long
p.m,
is
make
center
sure
the
counties of the Purchase Area
fully cooked without the
•Talbott
•Slacks
will attend a planning meeting
Lengths
1/
4 Off
Thursday, January 27
overdone.
outside
being
on Monday, January 31; at the
will
meet
The
Magazine
Club
Proper cooking helps as•Skirts
•Jantzen
First United
Methodist
Thursday at 2:30 P.m. at the
sure wholesomeness and
Sizes 515
/
1
2Off
Church in Mayfield, from ten
home Of Miss Cappie Beale and
•Tops
safety.
.Douglas Marc
o'clock a.m. until noon, acMrs. J.I. Hosick. Election of
cording to Maxine Griffin, Area
officers will be held.
•Manford
Leg cover-up
Program Advisor.
than
Lay
less
are
legs
your
If
Included on the agenda will
don't
smooth,
perfectly
be group discussions and the
Friday,'January 28
wear shorts without panty- ,
setting of priorities on
An old-fashioned pie supper
hose. The hose will hide
Homemaker Club lessons to be
any wrinkles, spots or im- will be held at Hazel Elemenstudied during 1972-1973. perfection,. that you would tary School at six p.m.,followed
Mrs. R.B. Foster, Area
1304 Chestnut • Murray - 753-8365
prefer to keeli to yourself: by a country music show at
_ OPEN 8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
President from Wickliffe, will
They cover-a,-InuttRude of eight p.m., featuring three local
preside at the meeting.
sins.
- Well-known bands.

Diaper_12S171--causes_
fiance friction

Mr

Wadesboro-Club
Meets In Home
Of Mrs. Burchett

Dorothy Group
Off-lst Baptist .
Holds Meeting

Coles-Cimn-Giou nd
Women. Meet With
MT& -James-Griffith--

=1

lebtzt- Table-top
g its debut in/

himsy or the
get erctive
ty.
adki
t o an oc
!
antel, books
reports
&ant• Mary

he company
.abesque; of
h. has come
of whimsical
all based on

RE a goat,
1, and 1131TP,
o 6% inches
i,n a variety

re tastes TUFF
lines, Arap with finely
al, classical.
I sculptures.
a miniature
de Milo, the
elo's famous
,air ofs art
Zoiliging. a

:ulptures are
lure. depart-

it.
TOP" 111
Ior

ds
r"

ren .75
& SAT.

It.

hat
traight"

Shorten shopping time
thanks to your new
refrigerator-freezer

Elm Grove Church
Women Hold Study

Coldwater Club
Meets With Mrs.
Fuqua Recently

k

t

"CLEARANCE"

HOSE

Ir

opfutSiterPu
4011/341r

Home Economics
Planning Meeting
Scheduled Monday

SLACKS-SKIRTS
TOPS
3.00 & 55.00

BRAS
slc4

Tender

SPORTSWEAR

Use Our

ROBES

-Away Plan

Town & Country Shoppe

TICNOCOLOP

-
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Skinner Labels
His Team Most
Popular In SEC

:
10t
F :
:9E
swum

Pay'Tarkanian
tooks-To UCLK-

By BOB EGELICO
Associated Press Sports Writer
BLACT,ntit.(AP)It's hard to take basketball
Two substitutes who play
coach Jerry Tarkanian of Long
against the University of
Beach State seriously when he
five
starting
Kentucky
says he isn't thinking about
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Rupp was his typical self aft- UCLA. it gets harder when, in
basketball
in
regularly
Vanderbilt basketball coach er the game, recalling his the next breath, he,starts talkscrimmages were asked which
Roy Skinner says his team youth to illustrate such prob- ing about what his third-ranked
regular was the toughest allshoukLbe_the most popular_in lems as Kentucky encountered 49ers will have to do if they
around basketball player -in almost blowing a big lead in find themselves on the same
the Southeastern Conference.
Without hesitation, the two
• "We're making a lot of folks the first half.
answered in unison, "Stan
court with the mighty Bruins,
look good this year," he said
"We can get in a drought as
Key."
"Of course, you can't beat
after his Commodores absorbed fast as anybody," said the Ken- UCLA if you can't get through
The answer might be a mild
ASSOCIATED
By
THE
PRESS did," he said after the Coma run-and-gun 10640 drubbing tucky Baron. "Of course, I their press and stop their fast
surprise to Wildcat fans in"It
was
a
very
satisfying
modores
were
swamped
106-80
from Adolph Rupp's hot-and- grew up on the plains of Kan- break," the coach says. "If you
win," said Louisville Coach by the Wildcats. Kentucky shot dectrinated to the petcold Kentucky Wildcats Mon- sas so I'm used to it.
can do those things, then Denny Crum after the Cardi- 61 per cent from the field, in- formances of- such flashy
day night.
"This just hasn't been a team they're down to earth.
nals defeated North Texas cluding almost 66 per cent the players as Tom Parker, an All-that- wauld--beild a lead," he
SEOlvervior; Jim Andrevrs, a6"They run so we-111101f 91111"- State 95-72 Monday night.
second half.
continued, pointing to the first- just relax for a second they've
the Cardinals' 13th
Three college games are 11 pivotman, and Ronnie Lyons,
half spurt when Vandy rallied got a bucket. I hope we get to, It was
consecutive
win,
and
their
scheduled
first
tonight. 14:Mucky a 5-10 speedster. ---for rune consecutive points in a
them:,
However, Key, the senior
home
game
after
seven
State
plays
straight
at Carson-IlmnimiA.
row thtrail by only 11.
UCLA isn't on Langlleach road games. "Our guys had to Union visits,Transylvania, and redhead from Hazel, has been
"Finally," Rupp admitted, State's schedule. "I don't
one of the steadiest performers
"we got a lead-in the second blame them," Tarkanian says. be emotionally pleased to be at Northern Kentucky travels to in a season that has seen the
home
for
the first time in such Hanover.
half- and kept adding to it.
But in Long Beach 30 miles
Assistant.North Texas coach bench-weak Wildcats fall from
Rupp even had words of south of the Bruins in West- a long stretch," said Crnm.
In other college basketball Sterling 'Gibson called the their accustomed spot atop the
prase for 6-foot-11 center_ Jim . wood, it,, hard to ignore John
" "Kentuclw*- Cardinals"very strong, the beat conference standings.
Andrews, whom .he often has Wooden's giants of college bas- games tonight,'-Entering the current-WOW
swamped Vanderbilt 106-80;H I've seen this year," They have
eriticiKnast-Aadrews ..iteowdir_wiw_egoin_vlio_yeaf__
Eastern Kentucky decke(tWest: -stiertgely underneath, outside
FOXBORO,' Masz.. (AP) - 'had 34 points to pace the victoThe New England Patriots ry-including 22 in the second may stand between the 49ers ern 96-78, Kentucky Wesleyan shooting, ball handling and good
at the national dumped Philly Textile 7449; coaching," he - added.
traded away their first five se- half-and Rupp said "that's a alui_a_chance
due.
and Morehead triumphed over
lections in the 1972 National good night's work for Andrews. _
Oakland City's Jim Fleming
It's also hard to ignore the Middle Tennessee 64-63.
scored 30 points, including the
Football League draft, but He can sleep tonight."
Bruins nationally. In nationEast Tennessee defeated winning free throws with 13
they've managed to re-acquire
The Corrunodores tried to run wide )n,,,i,,,g.iii ibis_ weal
Murray 57-53, Steubenville seconds remaining, to -pace In- By THE ASSOCIATED pws_
four selections.
with Itentucky, but -iciund the college basketball poll, they
re- (Ohio) squashed Bellarmine 68- diana to a 68-67 victory over Monday's ttesults
The Patroits were assured of tactic unsuccessful. Tom ParkCollege
choices in the first five rounds, er bombed in 17 points for Ken- ceived all 43 first-place votes 64, Wright raced past Cumber- Pikeveille.
Louisville
95, N. Texas St. 72
They've
and
points.
won
860
all
with the exception of the tucky and Stan Key added 15,
land 93-81, Oakland City (Id.)
Substitute Gerald Joiner nenucxy
14
this
games played
season.
fourth, as NFL Commissioner
dumped Pikeville 68-67, and dumped in a five-foot hook shot
r
while Terry CwRPtal
z-;,--;.-Sq_--has_hiarquelte,__4a-niteci_,_campiltasidlie -defeated Berea at the_linat hozzerAe
-Rerzelle- -completed-. corn- Viudyithzand'TBnrmgon
-ghte-Ati:
-WettleYanes
7
"
r,rPhil
. Textile
State
was
67.65.
second.
Long
Beach
pensation Monday for the loss had ,I11
Campbellsville a 67-65 win over 67
rated third, followed by LouisKentucky's
Southeastern
Berea
of Phil Olsen to the Los AngeConin
their
Kentucky
Inter-,
Kentucky led 48-36'at the vile, North Carolina, Ohio
,Steubenville 68, Bellarmine 64
les Rams.
. half,and never was threatened State, Southern California, Vin ference win over Vanderbilt left collegiate Athletic contest.
Wright St 93, Cumberland si
-Rozelle ruled tMt-the Pat" alter intermission
Vandy Coacli-AW :Skinner ' Steuberafille College scored agig Penn and Florida State,,-.7glitm:="'i dichrt-coimt -on .Ken--= come-frorMiebind 88-64 victuay_,camp4ellsville V.Berea 65
ots should receive the RaniaL
t-Otddand City lInd.) 68, Pike"WO iliihosized defense*"
SuiV-Carolina headed the-third round choice al the aft - said
ootIflga well as they over Bellarmine, which had led ville 67
Rupp, "and I think it was second ten. Then came South- wa
Feb. 1. Earlier, the Patriots defense that spelled the differby 11 in the second half.
Lou. Frost) 98, Hanover Frosh
westedi Louisiana, Brigham
had been awarded the Rams' ence.
Kentucky Wesleyan took a 7482
Young,
Marshall,
Hawaii,
Minchoice.
first round
67 victory over Philadelphia
Skinner was glum. "I felt like
Ky. Frosh 97, Vanderbilt Frosh
The Patriots had surrendered we were ready to go here," he nesota, Princeton, Maryland,
Textile as Mike Williams 56
their first five draft choices, in- mumbled. "Even at the half, I Northern Illinois and Missouri.
poured in 23 points for the winTarkanian's unheralded team
cluding the first in signing Joe, still thought we had a shot at
ners.
RELATED TO KELSO
Kapp from the Minnesota Vik- it. I didn't count on Kentucky nearly beat UCLA in the NCAA, ,
Morehead State snapped a ,OCEANPORT, N.J. (AP)regionals last year, but the
ings in 1970. However, they shooting as well as they
two-game losing streak to edip A half brother ta_Kelso, world's
-43ruins squeaked by 57-55-and
bounced back into the draft
Middle Tennessee 64-63 in an leading money winner, is
The Wildcats,- now 10-4 oven- then rolled to their fifth straight
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) Ohio Valley Conference basket- among the nominees to Monmarket by getting the first all and 4-2 in the SEC, shot
- Debbie Meyer says she's ball victory. It was the second mouth Park's $100,000 Sapling
choice from Los Angeles, the per cent from the field, in- NCAA championship.
This year, however, the 49ers over the hill as a competitive straight loss for Tennessee.
Stakes to be run next summer.
second round pick from Kansas cluding almost 66 per cent the
The colt is by Nearctic out of
Alestern led most of the first
City, the third round selection second half. Vanderbilt, now 9-5 are anything but, unheralded. swimmer at the age of 19.
She announced her retire- half, but Eastern caught up as Maid of Flight, Kelso's dam,
from San Francisco and the and 3-4 in the league, shot only They have won 15 of 16 games
and rank third in the nation. ment Monday after a dis- Charlie Mitchell scored 26 and is owned by Mrs. Richard
fifth round draft from Oakland. 40.5 per cent.
They also have their fans hop- appointing season in 1971 that points to pull Eastern to a 96-78 duPont of Chesapeake City, Md.
Olsen was the Patriots' No. 1
Two technical fouls were
She owned Kelso who won a
choice in the 1970, draft and -called:One against Kentucky's ing that this may be the year saw younger girls come along OVC wkn
record-31,977,896. _
naof
her
the
last
break
-And
theY
end
UCLA's reign.
then sat out the season with a Larry Stamper when he decked
swimming
anci, world
,
knee injury suffered in the All-• Atendy's Jon van Breda Kolff. Rs .
Star training camp. He was de- Attie other was against
Vandy's
. her Tea
Debbie (they ogled
elated a free agent on a teclmi- Compton.
nut' because she liked peanut
cality last July and signed with
butter) hit her prime at 16,
the Rams.
Vanderbilt 801
GFT
winning three Gold Medals in
Rozelle awarded the Patriots Freeman
1 3-6 5
The Top Twenty, with Jirst- the 1968 Olympic Games at
the Rams' No. 1 choice, 17th in Ligon
9 0-0 18
the draft. To complete com- Maddox
5 2-4 12 place votes in parentheses, Mexico City. ,
Mentally, she had been aimpensation, he gave the New Arnholt
3 2-3 8 won-lost records through games
England the Rams' third round VBKolt
2 8 10 12 of Saturday, Jan. 72..and total ing at the 1972 Games at MunBates
of' 30 for - i-eh,'ha-physically *Ivy arms
0 0-0 0 Points an -die
pickChess
1 0-0 2 first, 18 for second, 16, 14`; 12, didn't jibe."
"Dad always told me when
Compton
8 44 20 10,9,8,etc.
4-14--3---L•UCIA -(U} -444-- 860- swimming got to be . daily_
Fowler 0 n.0 0 2. Marquette
14-0
772 chore and no fun to hang up
Parks
30 20.31 go 3. Long Beach St. 15-1
582 my suit," said Debbie, who
Toals
523 swam competitively ever since
12-1
Kentucky 1106)
G F T 4- Louisville
te yi
-A,covelint
Parker
-4r
.r
412 Coach Sherman Chavoor of Ar11-2
Stamper
2 1-3 5 6- Ohio State
Club
Tennis
and
Swim
Hills
den
353
Andrews
14 6-10 34 7. Southern Cal 11-2
301 in suburban Sacramento.
8. Virginia
12-1
Lyons
4 1-1
-Even back in September
258
10-2
Key
'
7 1-1 .15 9. Penn
10. Florida St.
241 when I talked about giving it
15-2
McCowan
4 0-2
2112 (4); 1 -was trying to convince
10-3
Drewitz
24 2 U. & Carolina
3 0.0 6 12. SW Louisiana 12-1
227 myself not to.-Two weeks ago I
Holnbch
0 0.0 0 13. BYU
151 finally decided to quit," Debbie
12-2
Perry
3 0.0 6 14. Marshall
95 said.
14-2
Bishop
"And I'm loving every min61
15-1
Stephens
1 114 2 15. Hawaii
1 0.1 2 16. Minnesota
,60 ute of it. Now 1 get to stay up
10-3
Edelman
39 -late and watch the late movies
14-3
Totals
47 12-24 108 17. Princeton
114
19 and sleep in. It's great!"
Vanderbilt
36 44-,.80 18._ Maryland
Now a sophomore at nearby
18
10-1
Kentucky
48 58.106 19. No. Illinois
20. Missouri
16 American River College, Deb13-2
Fouled out - None
Others receiving votes, in al- bie plans to continue her educaTotal fouls - Vanderbilt 21,
phabetical order: Duke, Du- tion at either UCLA or StanKentucky 20'
. Technical fouls - Stamper, quesne Fordham, Jacksonville, ford.
She said she had pondered re
Kentucky, Oral Roberts, ProviCompton
dence, St. John's, N.Y., tirement "for a long time.
A - 11,500.
"I especially thought about it
Temple, Tennessee, Villanova,
West Virginia.
.around Christmas time when I
DIRECTS W RITERS
NEW YORK (API - Tbe
was doing so bad. I had my
Outdoor Writers Association of
Mind. psyched to continue, but
MOTORCYCLE BOOM
America, with a membership of
my arms didn't jibe," Debbie
LONDON (AP)- More than said.
1,600 writers lb the outdoor
field, has named Edwin W. five million people watched the
Hanson as its executive direc- growing sport of motorcycle
tor. He replaces Don G. Cidli- speedway racing at 40 licensed Hebb Kept In Vault
rip* who will remain as an tracks in Britain in 1970.
The llth Winter Olympic
OWAA consultant.
Games medals, totaling 204
gold, silver and bronze medals,
for 35 events of six categories,
plus- 34 spares, are being kept
=“e
=.=- in the safe of the Olympic Vil-..= lage bank.
=.=
Designed by Kazuo Yagi, a
=.a•
ceramic artist, and Kazumitsu
Tanaka,a graphic designer, the
=
medals cost $14,964.
=
Each medal is pentagon
= NI=
shaped. Each shows skiing
=
E.E tracks and . a skating rink on
=sum
ihartlUt and the Olympic mark
!ENE.
otethe reverse side.

Cards Chalk Up
13th Straight
Win Over Texas

New England
Trades Away
Draft Picks

I

stand in Memorial Coliseum
against Tennessee and Vanderbilt, Key was the team's
fourth leading scorer with a 12.8
scoring average and 29 assists
in 12 games.
--A -6400t-3 playmaker, Key
earned a starting position this
year after seeing action in 20
games last year. He started
eight games as a sophomore;
his biggest thrill came that
season when he entered a game
at Auburn and hit five straight
shots to pull the Wildcats out of
_
*Agee _
•
addition
to
that
Auburn
__In
EMIL Key's biggest thrills
-

year, but was ready when the
season began, scoring a career
high 20 points in the Wildcat
opener against Northwestern.
Despite recent losses to
Florida and Georgia on the
Wildcats' first SEC road trip,
Key feels everything has been
going all right this season with
the team. He feels the players
are a lot closer than at any time
since he has been at the
University.
He feels the Wildcats still
have a good chance to win the
-oonferenctichampionship,but it
will be an uphill battle.
Concerning the heralded
Wildcat freshmen team, Key
said it is better than any freshman team he has seen since he
has been at U.K., but he can't
compare it with past teams that
he did not see in action.
Xey is married to his high
seltoel sweetheart, the former
Mary Jane -Rhoades,
of Mr. and Mrs. J. R, Rhoades,
of Stella, who will graduate with
him next semester. She plans to
teach in elementary school. He
hopes to teach distributive
vocational
education
school, preferably in his native
Western Kentucky.
Key's parents are Mr. and
Mrs.. Calvin Key of Hazel.

Kentucky
Basketball

Debbie Meyer
Announces

College
Rati▪ ngs

Stan Key

MISERIES

- Key, who scored 2,100 career
points at Calloway County High
and set a regional record of 53
points against South Marshall,
injured an ankle in the preseason running program this
•
BOWL:I-AT-14. „.
- LONG BENCH, Calif. (Apr
- An American Bowling Congress tournament is a way of
life for 84-year-old Bill Doehrman of Fort Wayne,Ind.
He hopes to compete in his
62nd consecutive ABC tournament here beginning March 25.
Doehrman's first ABC was in
1900.
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3 Big Days!!

Thursday, Friday, Saturday - January 27, 28, 29
For Our Grand Opening - Open 9 a.m. to 9. p.m.

The Florida Derby for 3-yearENE
=.0=. olds will be run March 2
at
E
E.NIE Gulfstream Park, Hallandale,
=
Fla.
=
=.1P
=
Football coach Bob Devaney
E•=
COUPON EXPIRES FEBRUARY 2, 1972
of Nebraska formerly was kn
•••fassistant coach at Michigan
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Montgomery-Ward has-MOVED-to- their- new building
and want toAkyou to their
BIG OPENING CELEBRATION!!`:

Worth 100 Extra
Top Value Stamps
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have been playing on two'
conference-championship
teams and playing_ in the
NZ-noi-A-7-Mideast Regional.
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By Mike Brandon

The Mayfield and Carlisle County game Saturday night at
Mayfield was not a basketball game. It was more like an
exhibition of how the game should be played.
Murray State Racers could come for the remainder of
The Comets and the Cardinals both held as much as a five point
dropped their second straight the game.
Lead in the first half. But both teams kept hitting hot streaks and
Murray led through most of
OVC battle last night to host
Just when it looked like someone would pull away, the other
the opening nine minutes,
East Tennessee, 57-53.
team would get get hot.
trailing only at 1-0. But the Budr
Suffering through another
Finally in the final quarter the Cardinals rolled up a 10 point
poor shooting night, the Racers switched to the zone to reverse
lead and it looked like the game was all over. But not so.
dropped into a last place tie the game's tempo.
Carlisle CotintY batIled hack and pulled to within one point in
After leading by as much as
with East Tennessee, each
the final minutes before Mayfield hit clutch free throws to come
five, the Racers were tied at 13
carrying 1-3 league records.
up with the 83-79 win.
Outmanned in size and depth, with 10:34 remaining in the half.
It was pretty tough even for a neutral bystander to remain calm
Murray State stayed with East Eastern Tennessee then took
as the standing room only crowd exploded with every point made. Tennessee until the last few the lead 30 seconds later and
The win for Mayfield avenges an earlier 80-66 loss to the
minutes of the game,trailing 54- never trailed.
Comets.
Costly turnovers and poor
53 with only 2:41 remaining to
What's all of this have to do with the Murray High Tigers?
contributed
to
play. The Racers were unable to shooting
Actually, quite a bit.
Murray's first half problems.
score again, however.
If you exclude the first four minutes of the Tigers and Cardinals • Trailing 35-27 at halftime,the The Racers gave up the ball
clash May night, Mayfield only came out ob-raplly-frve
Eaccäme out with a second numerous times withoutjetting
Idurray_tient_four rnirultr% without-wooing *dada no alrimulyshoLandbagged
high Cardinals had rattled off 14. Once the Tigers started playing them to within one point with 16 the 23 attempts that they
ball, they didn't do so badly.
minutes left to play. Four managed.
Murray came within 12 points in the third quarter but the minutes later, Marcelous
The Racers shot somewhat
inability to hit the open man with the pass caused the Tigers to Starks tied the score at 40 all better from the field after infade.
with an assist from Steve termission, hitting 10 of 20 atThe Tigers are now 6-5 for the season and should have A
tempts. Murray ended., with a
Brown. ..
relatively easy time tonight with Farmington. If Murray could , East Tennessee, which had total of only 18 field goals from
come up with wins over Sedalia and Calloway County this gone to a man-to-man defense 43 tries, 15 fewer attempts than
weekend, that mark could be up to 9-5, which is pretty good earlier in the contest returned the host Bucs.
The Racers' free-throw
considering the caliber of competition that the Tigers face.
to the very effective 2-1-2 zone
"We need two or three wins in a row and we just might begin to pressure and controlled the shooting, paced by senior
---jell intoasolicibaliclub,II_Tiger mentor Bob Toon said. "The guys action for the remaining guard Ron- Willisinie '10-13just need a little confidence in themselves," concluded Toon.
mirages. The one-point margin showing,kept the Racers within
Murray
Porter McCuiston has been playing his best ball of the season was the closest the Racers range.
also
over thelast three or four games. McCuiston has been leading the
• outrebounded the Bucs 46-38.
Starks, who had 13 at in_Club in scoring and rebounding. The,6-1 senior forward is now.
terrdission, hit nine of 13
holding an 18.1 scoring average.
fielders and six of 11 free throws
Tyrone McCuiston, only a sophomore, is coming along with
for his game high 24. Williams
every ballgame. Tyrone has been grabbing nine and 10 rebounds
bagged five fielders to go with
per game as well as getting his share of the points.
his 10 gratis throws for 20
Dean Willis has been playing fine ball over the last few games.
points, the two combining for all
Willis cut an eye in the contest with Fancy Farm and Friday night
but nine of Murray's points.
at Mayfield the scrappy junior twisted an ankle, though not
East Tennessee's Henry
seriously.
By JEFFREY MILLS
Whtei,
The Tigers have plenty of guards on the team with Bramley.,
a 6-2 sophomore guard,
AsswilOed Press Writ"
,FooteiXathey and Lane all capable performers. Other capable
as the only BucLouisville Central, winner of -7finfshelreserves are: Landolt, Luther, Resig, Jackson, Hudspeth and
the Louisville Invitational Tour- canneer to reach double
Dean Laming.
narnent over some tough oppo- figures
. The tallest Tiger, 6-41
/
2 Adam Leaning has come along slower
sition this weekend, has vaulted Murray
27 It-s3
than expected. However Larming has had several good games in
31 fli-r1
past Ashland into the top spot Bast Tenn.'s.*
the past few weeks and should be a valuable team member by the
MURRAY
in the Associated Press high
Player
999114 Rim it •••
time the tournaments roll around.
Stars Barrett .
1-7
1-1
7 3
school basketball poll.
Stove
Brown
0-7
04
7 0
The Tigers are young, rather inexperienced and lack the
Central received 12 first-pla& Mareolous Starts 9-13' 441 IS 24
Ron Williams
5-10 10-13 3 20
heighth that is needed to make a winner. But with the coaching of
votes from the sportswriters 81111 Milne-1W
2-4
00
4 4
Bob Toon and a few more games under the-belt, the Vigers-will
House
14. -Me- -1 -2
and broadcasters actoss the Mart
Rica Wein-man
04
04
0 0
definitely be a threat before its all over.
team rebounds
10
state to 11 for Ashland. The
Totals
12-43 1.ras 32 52
NOTE: Anybsdyncreding to contact me may do so by calling
.
Yellow Jackets got 227'
,rotes to - .
BAST *****11111111
P14,04
or see meal 1805 West Main.
4001n-a ftwea r• fa
753-2815 before
220 for undefeated Ashland.
John Barrett
0-1
0-1
0
Martin . 4-12 111 .
8
Once-beaten Central march- Tommy
Ron Mitchell
.. 1-5
4
0-1
Pro Hockey Standings
Ron
Hardin
.
1-2
1-2
3
ed past Louisville Eastern, Jerry Wilkerson
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
3-2
5
14
sixth-rated Owensboro, No. 7 Henry Whits
10-38 1-3
11
NHL
John Rle•
. . 34
3-3
8
Louisville ,Shawnee and third- Bobby Hall . 3-9 04
4
East Division
McNabb
2-3
04
4
ranked LouLsville Male to win Jerry
team
rebounds
W L TPts.GF GA
Totals
'..psae -54.2 33 57
the LIT. Ashland's Tomcats
Boston
31 7 8 70186102
had held the lead for the last
New York 30 8 7 67203103twa Weeks after- reifitraT was
Montreal 26 12 8 60177127
ranked No. 1 early in the seeToronto
20 17 10 501.22127
Detroit
20 20 7 47147152
CHICAGO SAP) Male
all
Vancv.r.
13 26 -5-31112110 -sorliAlaal.
State's Jeff Mullins is "den
not an. the
wayVille
from 14th jlunPed
to third as
Buffalo
10 27 11 -31127182 ;i alibi artist.
The Warrior guard the rankings underwent a maDefending champion kenDivision
West3144_
rhic. r,
„u2. „ netted 43 points in a losft tor shuffle. Mal_i the defe.ndim, t!Kky edged to within one-half
Iliton&-y night Taitpassed - sLite champTon, ii/enged an game-01 the
erence ea
Minn.
25 15 7 57124100 it
off sayink:
snapped a two-game
earlier
loss
to
Louisville
Flaget,
Georgia
Calif.
15 25 10 40142190 .
"I-bad a-hothand 4igaiaat•the St:Iouia 14 24 7-39133135"
Bulls tonight, and I thought we fore losing out to Central in State left the cellar in SouthPhila.
13 24 8 34107144 all
played unselfishly. But when overtime in the LIT.
'eastern Conference basketball
Pitts.
12.26 933112150
-you win- 11-straight,- you- don't
Manual jumped from seventh Warfare Mondaynlight.
L. Angeles 12 33 428109193
have to alibi to the National to fourth on the strength of its
Kentucky blitzed Vanderbilt
Monday's Results
Basketball Association."
106-80 behind the 34-point salvo
strong
showing
in
the
LIT
and
No games scheduled
The Bulls ended the War- Elizabethtown dropped one of Jim Andrews, while Georgia
Tuesday's Game
riors' 11-game skein, which ex- place to fifth despite having trimmed Auburn 79-72 and LW
All-Star Game at Minnesota
tended back before Christmas, avenged its only loss of the sea- whipped Florida 84-73.
Wednesday's Games
with a 110-105 victory.
League-leading Tennessee,
son, a setback at the hands of
Toronto at Los Angeles
The action was the only game Campbellsville.
second place Alabama, MisBuffalo at New York
played Monday in either the
Owensboro, now 12-2, slipped sissippi and Mississippi State
St-.• Louis at Pittsburgh
National or American Basket- -one place after losing to Cen- were idle.
Only games scheduled
ball Associations.
The night's action left Kentral in the second 'round `O( the
Coach Dick Motta quick to LIT. Shawnee,a semifinalist in tucky with a 4-2 conference
praise the performance of his the LIT, improved from Ilth to record, trailing Tennessee, 4-1,
BICH PICKS SKIPPER
Bulls.
and Alabama, 3-1.
seventh.
NEW YORK 1AP) - Bruno
"When we shoot the way we
Covington Holy Cross, still
Kentucky outscored Vandy
Bich of New YOrk has an- did, we are almost
15-2 during one five-minute,
another'
unbeateam
in
the
LIT,
nounced that his father, Baron
Marcel Bich of France. has cho- table," Motta said. "We took 99 plunged from No. 3 a week ago stretch of the first half to set
sen Paul Elvstrom of Cop- shots to just 80 for the War- to eighth in the latest listings the tempo early. Andrews
after losing in the first round of scored nine of the Wildcats'
enhagen as the skipper of a new riors."
Motta got an excellent per- the tournament.
first 11 points and had 22 in the
aluminum 12-meter yacht being
designed by Andrew Mauric fpr formance from Chet Walker,
Maysville dropped three second half.
the 1974 Amenca's Cup chal- who scored 211 points to lead the
- places to ninth and Danville
Tom Parker • added 17 and
lenge
Bulls and-held Golden State's rounds out the top ten.
Stan Key 15 for Kentucky,
Elvstrom has won four Olym- Cazzie Russell to 13. Russell
Two teams, Warren East and while reserve Terry Cmpton
pic gold medals. andll world has been averaging 24 point% Madisonville, dropped out
of paced the Commodores with 20
championships. Baron
per game this season.
the top ten.
points-and Bill Ligon added 18.
plans to ship his two 12-meter
Chicago opened up an 11Georgia iced its victory over
yachts, France and Con- point
Here are the rankings in the Auburn with six free throws in
bike at 67-68 early in The
stellation. to Copenhagen in the
Associated Press' eighth Ken- the final two minutes after the
spring Apparently, they will third quarter after taking a 59tucky high school basketball Tigers had closed a 12-point
serve as trial horses for the new 54 halftime lead.
But Mullins led the Warriors poll of the season. Rankings lead to only three. Ronnie
yacht.
based on 10 votes for a Hogue had 25 for Georgia and
back into the thick of it, tying
the score 74-74 later in the firit-place vote, nine for sec- Jim Retseck 18 (or Auburn.
Same quarter. When the buzzer ond, eight for third, etc., with
Big Al Sanders tallied 18
CANDY
sounded ending the period the first-place votes in parentheses. points and snared 20 rebounds
FOR
1. Lou. Central 112)
=07 in LSTI's victory. Bill Newton
Bulls again led, 8640.
CIGARS
2.
Ashland (11)
HER
220 took scoring honors with 23
The
Chicago
guards
then
got
FOR
149 points and Johnny Brantley
to work.,,Norm Van Lier, Jerry 3. Lou. Male
HIM
115 added 18 for the Bengal-s. Dan
Sloan, Bob Weiss and Jimmy 4. Lou Manual
King worked the Bulls into a 5. Elizabethtown
103 Bee had 19 for the Gators.
50 CIGARS
84
98-88
lead with 6:14 left in the 6. Owensboro
The victory was LSU's secGIET•
76 ond in seven games and
WRAPPED
fourth quarter and the Warriors 7. Lou. Shawnee, *.
75 knocked Mississippi State into
could never get closer than the 8. Coy. Holy Cross
9. Maysville
'43 the cellar at 14.
five-point final score showed.
10. Danville (1).
36
Ernie Flemihg tallied VI
REASON ENOUGH
Second ten: 11. Franklin- pointsi as Jacksonville smashed
HALLAM. England (AP) - SiMpson; 12. Coy. Holmes; 13. Stetson
107-82 in the only game
'A.
‘Midlands League soccer East Carter; 14. Lou. Pleasure
GIVE
Southeastern,),pde-garne had to be postponed when Ridge Park (1); 15. Mason Co.; involving a
pendent.
the Ptayers and referee discovTonight's slate sends Georgia
"trod that someone hasl- stolen 16. Russell; 17, CarliskrCo.; 18.
the goal posts- just before the Retsy Layne; 49. Breathitt Co.; Tech to Alabama and Loyola c4
Amoroso s Carr's( Soiling Cigar
20. Warren East.
New Orleans to Tuiene.
kick off

TUCSON, Ariz.(AP)- Per.
ii4f, aging Miller Eta
just finished a maratholk-IP
hole playoff and he was sighing
in weariness with perspiration
glistening on his bald head and
streaming down beside the
aviators' glasses he always
wears.
"I was just trying to get intug* trying to finish," the 40year-old veteran said Monday
after out-lasting George Archer
in pro golf's longest playoff in
more than a quarter of a century.
Barber, who had to shoot a

Action 4eavy
In Southeast

FEB. 14th

KING
EDWARD

.•

-

in Cleveland..That ang waive&
up differently.

After they tied at the
18, another 18 was scheduled.
This time an additional Ilk,
was scheduled-instead of theusual sudden death on Sun-. t
day-because of the national
television contract. Then, when
they tied with par 72s over the
first-38r they went to sudden
death.
Both parred the first two sudden death holes, the 15th and
16th, before Barber nailed down
his seventh tour title on the
par-three 17th.

•
:

•
vvestin
giiluse
u annul
co

thi.

troentratlaiws
Over Top Spot
In Prep Poll

Bulls End
Warriors
in

cher-AnTucson
peeked.-'nth-round,86Sunday la gain , tour,
ond
place.
He left iitely
a spot in the playoff, rolled in
an 18-foot birdie putt from be- after finishing and was not
low the cup on the 93rd hole to available for comment.
It was the second extra round
take down the title and the $30,000 first prize in the Dean Mar- in three weeks for the 6-foot-6
tin-Tucson Open golf tourna- Archer, who beat Dave Hill and
Tommy Aaron in a nationally
ment.
"We were both about to fall televised 18 hole affair for the
down," Barber said in a brief Glen Campbell-Los Angeles
interview before catching a Open crown in the first tournaplane home to Sherman, Tex. ment on the long pro schedule.
And it was the longest playoff
to see his new son.
Archer, a 32-year-old former since Lloyd Mangrurn went 36
Masters champion and one of holes to beat Byron Nelson and
the hottest players now on the Vic Ghezzi for the 1946 United
States Open title at Canterbury
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Westinghouse
Front-Loading
Convertible Dishwasher

Model R T 14IM

Wesfinghouse 14 Cu. Ft.
Frost-Free
Rotr-igerator-Freezer
131 lh

rApac.av f raua 7sa r

• Only 30 inches wide
• Two-position shelf
• Full width full depth shelves

• Double wash cycle
• Multi-level washing action
Dorca I Ain-nri-CIPPi interior
•Self-cleaning filter
• Lift-,off cutting board top

•

titio4a11-3200P

Model st-loom

Westinghouse Mini-Mate
Spin/Dry Agitator Washer
•3 wash time selections
•Only 291
/
2" 1-1,10^ W. 18" 0
• Completely portable zoilc-aapaaseoe----,

•Spiral ramp agitator
• optional Woodgrain or antique
decorator top.

vegetable cr,sper

52599,v

$19995

$19995
-00 0000

to,
1

'PI

-

.
Model DES/0

Westinghouse 3i3" Range
with Self-Cleaning, Oven

Westinghouse Cross-vane
Tumbling Action Dryer

• Self-cleaning oven
• Automatic
timing center
• Infinite heat
• Optional No controls
Turn Speed-Broil'
• Plug-out
surface units
i
• Interior _oven
light

• Cross-vane tumbling
• Auto Dry setting
• Low Heat setting• Safety Start button
••••'s

518995

a°•

sureice
• •
Nationwide

• Model KF338

l

Model FU181

Westinghouse 18 Cu. Ft.
Upright Freezer
• Interior light
• Exterior signal light
•Slim-wall design
• Four fast•ireeze shelves
• Built-in ,ntpr,or I,g"t

..

S.

428885

You can be sure ...if it's

0t
524995 Ntti,
co)

Westinghouse

Not all prodaclg 'norm •r• •vadable at a. daatars Pr.Ces Shown ar• manulatturar S .4.199•Sted rel./ pr•C•S

PURDOM'S INC•
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
202 So. Sth Street

Phone 753-4872
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worry pilots

Dr. Hugh L. Houstoa, left, sadH. Glean Doran, directors In the lavestors Heritage Insurance
complex,together with Mrs. Houston,second from left, and Mrs. Doran, attended the dinner-show in
Frankfort last week honoring Former Governor Robert E. McNair, Columbia,S. C., chairman of the
board of a newly-orgaalzed subsidiary In South Carolina,Investors Heritage of tbji South.

India-Pakistan struggle
focuses on Kashmir
A sullen, suspicious peace
. exists between India and what
is left of Pakistan following its
- defeat
and
dismemberment.
With the loss of its eastern
province,
called
now
'Bangladesh, the world's
-target Moslem nation of 120
Million has been reduced to 55
Million. President Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto has sworn revenge "so
as to undo the humiliation."
India's Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has warned that
war could break out again.
Cease-fire violations already
have occurred.
The latest conflict was
triggered by Indian pressure
on Pakistan for a political
settlement in East Pakistan
that would bring about
repatriation of the refugees
who had poured into India.
The real pivot of continuing
Indo-Pakistan controversy,
however, is an 34,000-squaremile piece of territory that to
most Westerners has been little
more than a romantic name on
the map — Kashmir. It long has
been a thorp in the flesh of both
India and Pakistan. Their
respective claims to it constitute the one issue that more
than any other prevents peace
on the subcontinent.
Like other areas of territorial
.conflict. Kashmir has Strategic
importance for outside powers
and therefore, like them, could
become the focus of internationalcrisis.
Twenty miles to the north,
across Afghanistan's narrow
• ,
"the' a
border. Immediately to the
east are the- communist
Chinese. Kashmir is .a
stake in the Sino-Soviet
-MVP roritroIof an Aida
India and Pakistan have been
quarreling over this- remote
northern province since they
became separate independent
nations in 1947.
When British rule ended, the
'subcontinent was partitioned
.on religious lines, the Hindumajority states joining India
and the Moslem-majority
states'forming East and West
Pakistan.
Kashmir
presented
problem because, although. 77
per cent of its populatiOn was
Moslem, its ruler was a Hindu.
Moslems believed Kashmir's
accession to Pakistan, for
obvious geographic 'and
economic reasons as well as on
religious grounds, was a
foregone conclusion. The Hindu
maharaja did not share their
enthusiasm.
He proposed a "standstill"
'agreement pending a decision
on Kashmir's future. Soon,
however, he was accusing
Pakistan of sending in armed
tribesmen to attack nonMoslems. Pakistan countered
with charges that violence had
been committed against Kashmir's Moslem inhabitants.
They believed the maharaja
had tried to conceal his design
to accede to India, and was
trying to suppress a popular
movement in favor of accession
to Paaistan.
The maharaja did, in fact,
later sign an instrument of
accession to India, and
.authorized he sending of Indian troopi To defend his state
:against Moslem tribesmen.
India at the same time appealed to the United Nations
Security Council to call On
Pakistan to stop helping the
anti-Hindu terrorists..
; Pakiatan ..ansivare.d. thai
-Kashmir's aceession to India
was illegal and' that. Indian

WASHINGTON — "Hot
cargoes" loaded at big airports
like Los Angeles International
an Chicago's O'Hare are
turning
airline
pilots
prematurely gray.
They worry not only about
their own safety but about
potential disasters.
"We have a grievous
problem in this area." Capt.
Jim Echols, a veteran pilot,
said in an interview.
An example of "hot cargo"
was the radioactive material
that leaked aboard a Delta
Airlines flight recently,
Echols, of St. Louis, Mo., who
asked that his airline not .be,
identified, said the term for
hazardous materials includes
- radioactive materials, explosives, ammunitions,toxic or
lethal chemicals, compressed
gases,- -germ cultures-arid -all
dangerous shipments that
demand expert handling all the
way from consignor to consignee.

Pakistan_qpntroiled section
forces had occupied the state
of
unlawfully. The dispute, rooted
Kashmir. it runs dovm to
as it was in old Moslem-Hindu
northern region Of Ladakh nearn
hatred, flared into widespread
the tease-ill*
Indiant
religious warfare.
believe it was built for the
LEXINGTON, KY.—
In December, 1958, India and
specific purpose of facilitating Limestone—that product of
Pakistan agreed to a
—movement -4 Chinese-111W ancient seas-71s almost as
proposal to hold a "free. and __and heavy equiPMVII. 10plentiful as dirt in many parts of
impartial plebiscite"- in--Kash— - threatening Position Wong dart-the state. Mundane, unimmir. A cease-fire line was cease-fire line.
pressive, and comparatively
established. Stretching 750
Peking charges that India's inexpensive, it possesses more
miles, it divided Kashmir into objective was "not only to
magic than a necromancer's
two parts. Pakistan was given
swallow up East Pakistan but
control of one-third, in the west also to destroy Pakistan as a wand.
Through its use in processed
and northwest — now called
whole,"
the
with
enAzad Free Kashmir. The couragement and military form, miraculous things have,
remaining two-thirds became support of the Soviet Union, and can be, accomplished. In
the -Indian state of Jammu and
which is "using Asians to fight the form of enduring gravel, it
Kashmir. Pakistanis refer to Asians so as to expand its in- is a powerful adjunct to road
this portion as "Occupied fluence in the South Asian construction and, over the
Kashmir.".
_
subcontinent and the Indian years, has meant the difference
Nothing came of pledges to Ocean."
between hundreds of outlying
hold a plebiscite. For various
Although New Delhi has communities remaining stuck
reasons, mostly having to do declared it has no interest in in the mud and rolling on to
with
internal
political holding territory captured progress.
pressures, neither India nor from Pakistan, it is unlikely to
Through its qualities of
Pakistan carried out the give up those positions it took legerdemain, it has brought
.agreed terms.
,which called fur:_ along the cease-fire
. in better homes, better farms,
prior withdrawal of outside Kashmir. They are positions better schools, and, in general,
forces, India considered its which overlooked India's road a better way of life to all that it
occupation was legal through and threatened its flow of:
has touched.
thE Instrument of accession, supplies, in case of hostilities,'
Among the chief beneficiaries
which had been ratified by the either against the Pakistanis
this legacy from prehistoric
of
Kashmiri Constituent again, or against the Chinese in
times
are the farmers of the
Assembly. Pakistan refused to remote Ladakh.
withdraw its own forces so long
Prime Minister Gandhi has state. As a result of leaching
as Indian troops "illegally" warned that the threat from and crop removal of the basic
occupied other parts of Kash- Pakistan remains in the elements such as calcium,
mir.
Punjab and Kashmir. The magnesium, and potassium,
Border skirmishes escalated latter, she has declared on most soils of Kentucky are acid.
to another big clash in the fall previous occasions, is "vital to This is where the almost
of 1965.
the defense of India inaradakh transcendental influences of
Again the United Nations against Communist China." limestone become vitally imappealed for peace. This time India and China have long been portant.
with- the Soviet Union -M-- involved-intitermittent border
According to soil scientists
terCedin ,
India
gaicilturya_
en
ementa a 'Lk.
2L.
a is an
ea ers met at a serious
in— in 1962.
limestone neutralizes soil
Tashkent and agreed to settle
India can count on the sup- acidity and supplies the needed
their dispute by peaceful port of the Soviet. Unidn, to calcium and magnesium. .In
-means in Accordance with the- --iviticir it-now is linked by the addition, it speeds the decay of
new 4efense-Areal:Y-1Na ended organic matter and releases
The Tashkent declaration its so-called "nonalignment." nutrient elements through inbrought political settlement nb
Thus• Moscow and Peking,' creased microbial activity. It
nearer.
Instead,
the the two contenders for Com- increases fixation of nitrogen by
vituperation and sporadic munist leadership, confront
legume nodule
violence continued, each side each other over a locally soil and
accusing the other of preparing disputed piece of land that has 'organisms and lowers the
for renewed war.
become one of the world's most concentration of toxic substances such as soluble iron,
When it broke out again last crucial strategic areas
manganese, and aluminum in
December,some of the fiercest
the soil and all these processes
action was at Chhamb, a
are necessary for higher vrop
plateau which is the gateway to
yields.
Kashmir, and the scene of
The soil scientists warn,
bloody fighting in previous
engagements. Besides the
however, that despite all its
Dolls are valuable for boys as
conquest of East Pakistan with
wonderful qualities as a soil
the help of East Pakistani rebel well as girls, according to conditioner
and
crop
forces, India seized about child-care authority Dr, Ben- benefactor, excessive use of
jamin
Speck.
14,000 square miles of West
"They dramatize all human limestone should be avoided. It
Pakistani territory, including
relationships
involving chil- can be best applied only after
about 50 outposts. in northeen
dren," said Spock,"as a way of soil tests to determine what
Kashmir.
they call the "pH factor" which
India has been accused of practicing their future roles as
Is a measure of the acidity of the
parents."
deliberately using the issue of
soil. With this factor being
East Pakistan's autonomy and
known, limestone can then be
the resultant refugee problem
applied in The right amount for
as an excuse for attacking in
the best results.
the west as well as in the east,
Limestone has been given
and thus setting the Kashmir
credit, not only for making
issue once and for all in its own
favor.
The bullet-probf car especial- Kentuckians more progressivie,
The Indian army was ly designed for Al Capone, the but also for nliking their
daughters the prettiest, their
reported to be reinforcing gangster, in 1926, has been sold
sensitive positions in Kashmir for $45,000 by the defunct horses the swiftest, and their
several weeks before the latest Antique Auto Museutni
bourbon and tobacco the
outbreak. The Indians justified
Capone's Cadillac was smoothest.
the Military buildup by ex- equipped with a thick boiler"It's all right there in the
pressing _ _ 'the fear that plate body, one-inch thick bulphosphate limestone," says one
Islamabad, unable to mount an let-proof windows and selfwriter, "that turns us vitality
offensive to 'quell East sealing tires and tubes.
loose into the soil and the water
Pakistan guerrillas, would
and mayhap into the veins of the
launch an attack -on Kashmir in
people."
an effort to reunite the nation.
But with all levity ;1 fl
India's
of
fear
There-is also
metaphor aside, Kentucky's
Communist China, which is
vast
limestone
deposit
squarely behind Pakistan in the
represent one of its most
Kashmir dispute and which has
machine
lie-detector
A
valuable natural resources. To
been • PaltIstan'S *principal weighing almost a half-ton and
a major degree, these deposits
supplier of military aid since valued at V,500 was among
have been responsible for its
1965. 'By a border,agreement $450,000 worth of items stoles'
excellent road system; its
with Pakistan, the Chinese from die University "of Calisuperb, world-famous race
occupy some 1,300 square miles fornia at Los Angeles campus
hoyses; its line crops; and,.
of, Pakistani Kashmir.ri;
#
.
in 1971.
indeed, its destiny.
A modern highway na 'nits
goods
were
Stolen
(gibe
/4914
in. a practical sort of way,
China's Sinkiang P‘ovi . 'with Such items as electric typethere is magic in Kentucky
the city of Gilgit in the writers and adding machiiim.
limestone.

Kentucky__

Dolls for boys,
says Dr. Spock

Al C'one's car
sold for $45,000

Lie-detector stolen
from UCLA campus
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tedragy, consumerism
will be election issues

But no one, including the
airlines, has all the necessary
expertise, Echols &tn.
He and other airline pilots
put much of the blame on the
Aviation
Federal
Administration for the "hot
cargo" problem. The Air Line
Pilots Association (ALPA) in
the January issue of the Air
Line Pilot Magazine charges
that enforcement of federal
regulations covering the
shipment
hazardous
of
materials on airliners is "weak
to nonexistent."
Echols is a member of a
three-man ALPA committee
that documented the potentially dangerous situations
cited in the magazine article:
"ALPA Alerts Congress On Hot
Cargo."
Echols' fellow investigators
were Capt. bon Dunn, also of
St. Louis, and Capt. RayTrimble, of Washington, D. C.
Echols, when asked during
The interview about conditions
at specific airports,said he was
not Singling out Los Angeles or
O'Hare as being unique,
because the problem is common to -all major airfreight
points

Limestone
Plentiful

v

4

Ruckelshalla 1ia noted'rueWASHINGTON — The enThe administration, meanvironment and consumerism fully that "everybody apwhile, is keeping one eye on the
are two relative newcomers as plauded" when President
political calendar as it assempresidential campaign issues. Nixon signed the Environmentbles its environmental legislaNeither has a chance of out- al Policy Act on Jan. 1, 1970,
tion for the second session of
stripping war and money as and proclaimed that "the nineCongress.
major issues in the 1972 race teen seventies must be the
Consumerism, like the enfor the White House, but plenty years when America pays
vironment, is another of those
of words will be expended on debts to the past by reclaiming
issues which everyone supports
these topics before November. the purity of its air, its waters
in principle but which arouses
After a fast start, the sweep- and our living environment. It
disputes in the search for veining environmental question has is literally now or never."
bons.
But now, Ruckelshaus says,
cooled somewhat as a political
Over bitter arguments, inissue. Nevertheless, says -we are faced with the task of
tensive lobbying and against
people
telling
how
much it's go- the wishes of Ralph Nader and
Leonard Bickwitt Jr., staff
counsel for the Senate 'Com- ing to cost — that sometimes
the U.S. Chamber of Cornmerce Cominittee,e`the issue hurts."
merce, the House in 1971
"I clon't think there is any
of a cleaner environment has
passed its bill(HR 1083ai to eslack
of
commitment
to doing
established itself firmly in the
tablish a new independent conpolitical dialogue. Within the something about the probsumer proWtjpn_
.
administration the subject has lems," said Ruckelshaus. "The
The bill now goes to the
hampions and • detractors." question is what is the best way
Senate where more stormy
Bickwitt notes a more cau- to do it?"
weather is forecast and where
l:WIZapproach to environmpntseveral 1972 presidential candi- al legislation developing but
dates are expected to seize upfeels the caution, does not
on it to win political points.
threaten the strength of the enOne of the questions to be revironmental movement.
solved between the bills is the
"There was a time in this
degree of political indepentown when all you had to do was
put the word 'environment' in a
Business Ad- dence the head of the proposed
bill and it would go throtigh. ministration provides coun- agency would -have.
.Both bills provide for presiThat time has passed." .
seling for persons in the
dential nomination of the
But he said there was more Paducah area on the first and
discussion than ever at the third Thursday of each month. ageney'stoptwonfficialsiwith •
confirmation by the Senate.
grassroots community level on
"Bet we've had some really the dollars-and-cents costs of A SCORE Counselor will be
The Senate bill sets a specific
available
for
interviewing
and
heavy experiences -with environmental control.
term of four years, making the
counseling
from 9:00 a.m. to
radioactive materials at
officials removable from office
"This means the issue is now
2:00 p.m. on the first and third only for Nome. Under the
O'Hare," he said.
affecting voters where they
He told of bulk lots being live, not just in the headlines," Thursday. On the third Thir- House bill, they would serve —
sday; from 12:00 noon to 300 as-d6 Cabinet officials
shipped-by- a New York---fore- Bickwitt said.
the
warder to Chicago foe breakpleasure of the president.
One Washington observer de- p.m., a Loan Office,' from the
down into smaller shipments scribed the differences within Louisville District Office of SBA
Sen. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich.,
throughout the Midwest.
the administration on how will be in Paducah.
a ranking member of the ComHe said the forwarder's pollution abatement programs
The office is located in the
handling
radioactive affect the economy as a boxing City Hall on the first floor. The merce Conunittee, will push for
of
more insulation for the agency
materials suggests he's either match between Commerce phone number is (502) 444-6381.
from political pressures than
ignorant of the law or is Secretary° Maurice Starts and
In order to determine credit either bill now provides. He
oblivious to the danger.
Council on Environmental and eligibility requirements for says the matter is really
"We'll give him the benefit of Quality Chairman Russell SBA loan programs, it is
"academic" since "as long as
the doubt and say he's stupid in Train, with President Nixon as suggested that the businessman
the agency must answer to the
the law," Echols said.
referee.
bring with him a recent president, obviously it must
As for Los Angeles, he said
Another development within financial statement or balance sing his song.
despite the airport's vaunted the administration is the new
sheet of the business and a
"The facts of life," said Hart,
automated freight-handling low profile posture of William
system, hazardous materials D. Ruckelshaus, administrator profit and loss statement for the "are that the interests of a
politician who heads our counare accepted and forwarded of the Environmental. Protec- previous full year. This intry — regardless of the political
formation
pertains
to
there with no more question tion Agency.
established businesses. party — do not always coincide
than at a cow pasture field.
He has incurred some White
with- the beet interests of conRadioactive shipments are House wrath by tromping on However, anyone interested in
sumers."
.
establishing
new
a
business
is
about as common as airmail, the toes of some big industrialEchols suggests.
WORTH REPEATING
ists — who also happen to be encouraged to consult with this
"Every flight across country hefty contributors to Republi- representative, as well as other
Endure, and keep yourselves
has a radioactive .package can -Campaigas — for their businessmen who are in need of for days of happiness.
aboard," he said.
financial
advice or assistance.
polluting activities.
— Virgil
The airport at Springfield,
recently had a harrowing
experience Echols said. He
recalled the disappearance of a
density meter from the airport
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
and the warning that followed.
The meter had a radioactive
,DURING OUR ANNUAL
COLOR TV
source. The warning went out
1ST OF YEAR
B&W TV
that to open the cover was to
court death.
STEREO
He said pilots-are also conRADIO
cerned "especially" about
TAPE
poisons.
We ha'
'
-sail
around the country'," he said.
Another danger is germ
culturelhat couktget loose en
route — anthrax, for instance,
also cited
past •experience in which polio virus
got loose in flight and 450
people were quarantined as a
result, andlinother time when a
container of live TB virus
broke.
Megan&
As for explosives, he said it is
not common for one 4,000a•
pound lot of small-arms ammunition to go by air. .
-A freighter can carry
whatever the traffic will bear.
Think of how much you could
load on a 707.
"It's just wild," Echols
continued. "You can't believe
what's shipped by air."

-SU To Provide
Counseling In
Paducah City Hall
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diterranean

Remember

fine-furniture styled
giant-screen 23"console

we still
have a
full years
Service
Warranty
on all
new color
sets sold

•••

•HANDCRAFTED

(HROMACOLOR®

Male secretary
can't find work
McAlpin Whitney, who has a
degree from Yale University,
has been barely making ends
meet because he can't find the
sort of job he wants — private
secretary to a woman executive.
According to Whitney, who
has worked abroad and speaks
many foreign languages, the
male secretary idea isn't
readily accepted. Employment
agencies will not take him seriously.

'Last Man Club'
has only 16 left
The 16 surviving members of
the "last Man Club" held their
traditional meeting recently in
Indianapolis, around a blackdraped table,bearing a bottle of
champagne in a miniature coffin
The reunion was begun in
1935 by 66 friends who served in .
World War!. The last man will
eventually sit at the table
alone, toasting his dead companions in the rharnpame

If We
Sell It

We'll
Service
It!!

The VALENCIA
C4518-3
Majestic
Mediterranean
styled compact
console with
casters.

ZENITH
• Chromacotor Picture
Tubs
• Customized Tuning
-• Glere-Ban Picture Face

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
• Titan SO Chassis
• Super Video Range
Tuner
• Zenith AFC

OVER 19 YEARS OF SERVICE EXPERIENCE

TUCKER TV
SALES & SERVICE
AUTHORIZED ZENITH DEALER WITH FACTORY SUPERVISED
SERVICE

Coldwater Road at 5 Points

Phone.753-2900
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Hospital Report--

NASA strenes spindffs,
in pitch to taxpayers
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AntItTS
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Rudolph (Mrs.
Mary Jan Rudolph), 706 Main
St., Murray, Baby Girl Reeves
The following names were
(Mrs. Norma June Reeves), 106 inadvertently omitted from the
*de Dr., Benton.
semester honor roll of the
The computer measures
How do you convince the quarters all the resources we
- DISMISSALS
Kirksey Elementary School:
, American public and Congress can muster to support space trends such as the increase or
Miss Dena Larae Thompson,
Grade-Rhonda
Seventh
stroke
heart's
the
decrease of
- that the U.S. space program, applications on earth."
Rt. 4, Murray, Master Bobby Adams, Rodney Black, Terry
long
volume, or changes In how
.after-instead of being trimmeg
Books hive-beest written on
Dale Knight, 318 S. 15th St., Clark, Jill Falwell, Keven
the 1973 Skylab project, should space spinoffs to date, but few the heart valve stays open, for Murray, Master Jeffrey Linn
Lamb, Kevin Lobett, Margaret
docor
nurse
a
Thus
instance.
spin
NASA's
manned
new
a
be handed
people read them. So
Meadow Lane, McCallen, Patricia Melvin,
601
Dunn,
""%iasomo'
abnorcertain
flight mission costing any- public information officers tor can detect
Murray, Miss Teresa Gail Mark Rogers, Vanessa Stone,
where from $5.5 billion to $8 bil- have been called into the malities quickly.
biieechto ato
University, Steen, Box 35, Hardin, Mrs. Renee Tobey, Dan Watson,
Stanford
At
lion?
shiumllionup.
1631 Terepa paschall, Pam Todd.
and thus NASA technicians have teamed Ruby M. Humphries,
sthienamtlopirnpo.The question has been on the
new spinoffs
wah.
e
Tarsi
Murray-,
Hamilton,
ETghth Grade -Kathie
schoors"medical
minds of federal space agency, iselpisjutstify continued spend- up -with the
General Broach, Debbie Hill, Martha
Taylor,
officials for some time. The ing on the shuttle program. scientists to devise a computer White
McCallen, Peggy Rogers, Donn
method whereby physicians Delivery, Almo, Mrs. Verner
answer, they have decided, is
k Estimates of the shuttle proMurray, Lynn Tabers, Rickey Wilkerto prove to the taxpayers and
gram's cost run from $5.5 bil- can watch the beating of a chs- Edwards,303 S.6th SL,
eased heart on a movie screen:--Arthur Redd Coleman (ex- son, Kerry Wyatt, Cathy
Congress that space-related
$
achievements translated into lionnents claim the figure is closer It enables them to identify dead pired ), Rt. 3, Buchanan, Tenn. Easley.
earthly benefits for mankind to $10 billion if hardware and spots or scar tissue in the heart
more than worth the cost of
are
labor costs continue to rise in wall, aneurysms ( bubble-like
The floral emblem of Prince
Vitus Bering and Aleicsandr
Jones and Miss Hutton to•approjections of the heart
effort.
space
nation's
the
next few years.)
the
and other malfunc,..,Chiltkov first reached Alaska Edward Ialaatt_la-the-lady's
peal to their local police. • Dr. James E. Fletcher, the __ liideed. some of tb‘,1486ff muscle)
slipper
from Russia in 1741.
A 12-year-old boy irtgl__N- • space agency's new adininLf
space-related earthly basal& bons.
looking
tratar, started this ball rolling
are impressive.
into his future when he in- some months ago. Now the task
quired, "How.do you like your of educating America to soFor example, a device deastive and
n dewtac
privateY
as a'cl
job;
yeloped to 'monitor, calcium
-4 -called space spinoleas a selling
how can 1Wit?"
changes in astronauts' bones
point for continued space exOther writers wonder about travaganzas has taken on a
soon may become a diagnostic
mysteries within the Sherlock new urgency.
and treatment tool for patients
Holmes stories. Why, for ineverywhere with bone disease
It assumed a top priority with
stance, did the two old friends
. problems. The device was conLONDON - The world's
Today, 221-B has been never address each other by President Nixon's recent apceived at NASA's Marshall
most famous detective is alive
merged in the Baker Street ad- their first names, and why was proval of a multibillion-dollar_
- Space-Flight Center,. Hunts221-B
and well and still living at .
dress of the -Abbey National Watson sometimes James and space shuttle system whidrville, Ala., to trace changes of
Baker St.
would carry men and supplies
Building Society that covers sometimes John?
calcium content when astroSherlock Holmes and his conorbitixg.
an
to
earth
from
the street from 215-229, and
"Is- Mrs. Hudson well?" spacva aft, then return aid' nauts orbit the earth for long
stant companion, Dr. Watson, _ where
modest rooming
one anxious corresponperiods-up 61.56 days-in the
continue to share thetr aparr- house of bygone
years stood dent, seeking reassurance land like z, conventional airSkylab project scheduled for
ment here as they have for al1978.
as
early
as
perhaps
plane,
there Is now an eight-eitoty. about the health op.the pair's
most 90 years, and though to- 'brick and concrete
The President, said to be Lei. - three missiOns in 1973.
_building landlady.
Criticially ill patients recovday they do not clatter through
enthusiastic about the shuttle
with tower, catering to the
praise is lavish;
ering from open-heart surgery
London fogs in hansom cabs on
housing, mortgage; and say_.son_grataatioos wimp. project as late as last October,. may-laaste-a computer to credit
their errands of detection as of., ings dernimds Of
was persuaded by Dr. Fletcheruncouritttr---tautaatic ability:.
yore, nevertheless they are- in
Ahatitwould create 50,000 new, along with their doctor. The
oners,
-a
- -ebiltriiie
Every year;-fsetiNiiit
great demand as - armchair* , But, for an that, the letters -7-"`Yest-are-one--of -the-finest jobs in the staggering aero- - space agency's Lewis Remillions of people sit down to do bottle essuatty losses? And maybe you aren't
persona I have ever heard of." space industry and make space' search Center, Cleveland,
consultants.
continue to pour in addressed to
aware that if your income increased
with Uncle Sam.Some are'self styled"
"The 'Hound of the Basker- travel almost commonplace by
Ohio, has turned over to St.
More than 2,000 letters a year
Mr. Holmes, and two Abbey
last year, you may be able to
they
think
Others
accountants.
story."
good
real
a
is
villes'
Vincent Charity Hospital in
from all over the world are rethe 1980s.
employes,B. E. Jones and Miss
save tax dollars by "income
can save a few dollars doing
There is a Sherlock Holmes
all, inexpensive
that city a
ceived at the famous address,
Jill Hutton, carefully answer
averaging."
it themselves-so why not.
Selling Congress and the pubSociety here that keeps. the
analog computer which contingiving advice, arguing fine
every one.
Well,when it comes to
sad truth is, howThe
story.
another
is
however,
literature's
lic,
of
one
of
memory
a
in
changes
monitors
uously
points in criminal cases, seekMost of them come from the
taxes,H&R Block
income
what
matter
no
ever,
this
saw
possibly
a
Fletcher
alive,
Dr.
characters
best-led
arid
pressure
patient's blood
ing explanations of Holmes'
United States, Canada and
is aware of just about
their reason was for
Sherlock Holmes pub Covered handwriting on the wall some
cardiac 4heart) output.
more famous oases, and begScandinavia, although a recent
•
everything because
starting, many of them
with memorabilia of the great weeks ago, for he has created a
ging assistance in the solution
visitor saw a box with letters
we're a company that
same. On the
the
end
ApplicaVisitors
from
S.A.
Space
of
Office
Sherlock
new
new
a
and
man,
of crimes beyond the ability Of
and postcards with Polish, Gereats, sleeps, and drinks
short end.
NEW YORK (UPI) Charles
by
headed
is
block
It
a
tions.
only
Hotel
Holmes
lesser sleuths.
man, French, Japanese, Austax returns 366 days a
You see, when it
away from the fabled address W. Mathews, deputy associate South American travelers are
"I have my eye on a suite in
trian, Czechoslovak, Yugoslav
year.
comes to income taxes,
manned coming to the United States in
for
administrator
itself.
suit
should
which
Baker Street
and Irish stamps.
Yes, maybe you can
,
amateurs should depend
ever-increesing numbers.
But it is nice to report that space flight since 1968.
us down to the ground,"
And their contents vary just
save a couple of bucks by
Brasil,
Argentina,
on H &ft Block. We have
task
chief
agency's
forgotnew
The
been
not
has
Watson
Dr.
Holmes said to Watson on the
as widely as their points of
doing your own return but
all the facilities to help you
ten by present-day London, will be to put greater emphasis Colombia and Venezuela
first meeting of the immortal origin.
it really may be costing you
make "income tax time" a
technology to provided the greatest ninnber
space
the
using
around
on
just
that
and
either,
relater
pair, and the doctor
A good many correspondents
a lot more by not having your
pleasant experience. To begin
corner from 221-B there is a solve earthly problems and of travelers in 1970
ported, "We met next day and
206,410 of•total of 319,022
are more interested in the spereturn done by H&R Block. _ with, H& R Block now has over 6,000
the
for
benefits
new
provide
establishment
pleasant
very
inspected the rooms at No. 221- cific issues of who stole my
-fitraiiietitbr foisted 'officio manned
10
that the-convivial doctor would housewife, the doctor, the-biF- for SW South- Amiriew.eaye
LET AN AMATEUR DO
B Baker St.'"-suitcase or what is that myster- • himself almost certainly have pital, the farmer, the, home Paul. Hildebrandt, General
by thousands df specially trained personnel DON'T
"a
as
them
He described
BLOCK'S JOB.
HaR
of
Anterior
Manager/North
ious light that flashes on and off
sit
They'll
you.
help
to
who are anxious
patronized, called appropriate- owner, etc.
couple of comfortable bed- in the vacant house next door.
Argentine Airlines. -''
you down over a free cup of coffee and
'space
of
application
"The
Bar."
Watson
"Doctor
the
ly,
rooms and a single large airy
There
were
63,816
A Yugoslav said he feared a
show you some things about your inBaker Street, one of the technolob to solving problems
sitting room, cheerfully fur- kidnaping, and a Danish girl
from
travelers
Venezuela, the
come tax that you might never have
perhaps
is
earth
world's best-known thorough- here on
nished and illuminated by two claimed she had reason to beTheimeametaxpespk.
known existed. For example, do you know
Aeronautics perennial number one country
(National
Holmes
the
NASA's
to
thanks
fares
•
broad windows."
lieve her sister would be killed
Administration) in total visitors to the United
reSpace
still
and
friendship,
Watson
London, of course, has and she herself would be next.
States from South America.
Opens A.M.- 7 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat.
members the great detective most important new thrust,"
changed in almost a. century They asked the great detecit
believe
Phone 7134204
"I
says.
and his biographer-reporter -Des,Fletcher
Prince Edward Island was
and 221-B Baker St. is no excep- tive's assistance and were
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
to centralize into a discovered by John Cabot in
appropriate
apparently
too,
so,
And
fondly.
tion Holmes and Watson would courteously advised by Mr.
single office in NASA head, 1497..
does the whole world.
never recognize their old home.
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221-B BAKER STREET

Sherlock Holmes
isn't forgotten

An Important mei-sage
for people who
prepare their own
income tax returns.
Maybe you've been cheating
yourself all these years.
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3:30 Matinee
5:00 Space
6:00 News
6:30 Sports
7:00 Ed._
Father
7:30 Comedy Hour
8:30 Persuaders
9:30 Basketball
10:00 News
11:00 Cavert

PEANUTS

OK S

6:30 Special
:30 Nichols
:30 Dragnet
10:00 News
10:30. Tonight

Ch. 29
WDNIft
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7,30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Crest, Feat.
10:30 Movie

CH. 12

16:00

EPYI

News
6:30 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
8:30 I'm a Fan
9:30 Sports
10:00 News
10:30 Griffin

:30 m00 Squad
:30 Movie
:00 Chaparrel
10:00 News
14:30 Basketball
12:00 NBA

& Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
* LedgerJournal

:45
6:30 McCoys
5:45 Sun. Sem.
7:00 Today
6:00 News
7:00 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
6:15 Break. Show
AM
30 N'Ville
7:00 News
9:30 Concent.
11:30 Romper
Korn. 10:00 Sale Con. 9:00 Lucy
7 55 Kitc.
:00 Kangaroo
• 00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares_ ' 9:30 Hillbillies
•00 Lucy
9 00 TilI-Truth
:30 Hillbillies
11:0 jeopardy 10:00 MALY. liailts
9 3ov or c
10:00 Fam, Affair
11:30 W-W-Vil
10:30 Mt Girl
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:SS News
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Love of Life 1200 News
11:00 Where Heart
11:30 Barbara
11:00 Heart Is
11:25 News
12:15 Pastor
11:45 Sewing
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
12:00 My Children 11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
Pic.
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Farm
12:25 News
1;00 ',Ives
1:00 Newlyweds
12:05 News
Turns
12:30 World
1:30 Doctors
1:30 Dating
12:20 Weather
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
2:00 Gen,
Hosp. 12:30 World Turns
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
Many
2:30 One Life
1:00 Love
2:00 Secrei Storm 3:00 Somerset
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light
2:30 Edge of Night 3:30 Popeye
3:30 Love,Am.
:00 Sec. Storm
3:0(rGomer Pyle 4:00 Gilligan
4:00 Jeannie
2:30 Edge-Night
3:30 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green 'Acres •:00 Lassie
:00 Movie
:00 News
5:00 News
4:00 Big Valley
5:2S News
:30 Nash. Music 6:00 Griffith
3:00 Hazel
6:00 News
6:30 Make Deal
:00 Adam 12
5:30 News
7:00 Movie
.30.Movie
6:30 Tell Truth
6:30 Rollin'
9:00 Comedy Hour
:130:Gallery
7:00 Burnett
7:00 Special
30:00 High
8:00 Med. Center 0:00. News
11:00 Comedy Bowl
Chaparral
9:00 Mannix
10:30. Tonight
9:00 Mannix
11:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 Newt
11:30 Covert
10:30 MasOn
10:30 Griffin
11:30 Movie

6:00 Mor, Show
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen,
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An, World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
5:25 Wea.-Spts.
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Movie
9:00 Night Gallo
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

9:45 Devotional
10:00 Movie
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:303 Match
1:00 Movie
2:S7 News
3:00 Movie Game
3:30 McHale
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Death Valley
5:30 Bill Dance
5:57 News
4:00 Movie
7:27 News
:30 Theater 29
:35 Weather
:40 News
0:00 Creat. Feat.
0:30 Movie
2:00 Sports

yr

IN THE BOOK OF LIFE,
THE ANSWER5 ARE NOT
IN THE SACK'"

THAT'S MY NEW
P4IL050PHte

I THINK YOU'RE
IN TROUBLE

to Ford's Capri rivalry

LEXINGTON, 1CY.-The
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture will hold a
"Tobacco Day" next month on
the UK campus. The event will
be held February 11 in the
Agricultural Science Center
Auditorium.
- -The-program - will feature
specialists from the University
and is open to tobacco
producers and -anyone else
Interested in the tobacco industry,, according to Ira E.
Massie, Extension tobacco

power have turned away from
the two-door sedan up to the
Rallye to the Capri.
the
tight'
wagon. Wheelbase is a
has been high in
Interest
95.7inches,horsepower is rated
souping up cars like the Capri
at 90 from the 115.8 cubic-inch and-thaRallye now-that federal
vertiestrCAM engine:A -fmrrestrictions on big cubic inch,
speed transmission is standard
engines have
and a slick-working three- high-horsepower
an
speed automatic is offered as been stiffened- And in
environment where
economic
option.
an
thrift,
Opel prices range from there is new emphasis on more
has
around $2,000 for itandard Opel a 43,000 sporty car
$4,500.
Coupe on up to about $2,800 for appeal than one costing
equipment is
Performance
a
Opel
GT
The
tbe
Although _the program begins •
sneppy two4reater lists out at plentihil•for this new breed of at 1 p.m., Massie said those who ;
from
ranging
snini-supercar,
around $3,600.
are interested should come
Unfortunately for GM, Ford tuned exhaust headers on up to early at 10 a.m. to visit with the v;
Units.
turbocharger
has taken the same marketing
So far as the Opel is con- staff, tour the tobacco labs and
approach here in the United cerned, there is a lot of mer- see the displays arranged in the
States for the Capri as it has in chandise available from lobby.
Europe. Although there is still Europe where the Opel is
The first speaker on the •
Only the twii-door coupe body, campaigned
successfully. program will be Ernest W.
two four-cylinder engines as Items like suspension kits, Hilleruneyer, vice-president of'
well as a V-6 are available. The heavy-duty clutches, limited- the Parker Tobacco Company.
Opel Rallye only offers its 90 tisildifferentiala - even 230 He will talk about the 1971
horse four,so some perspective horsepower engines -are
0
0 I
41
bit more available from distributors like _burley lobacce_crop...ruaLmake
Kadett series. Besides the
some projections for 1972. Then
Mills Opel Racing Enterprises William Belden, president of
Manta, a sport coupe, two and
of Seattle, Wash. And an outfit the Councilfor Burley Tobacco, •f,
four-door sedans and a twocalled Geraghty Auto and will talk about the organization f
door wagon are available in
Marine in Los Angeles he represents.
Europe under the Ascona
mornetermanufactures
nameplate.
.All others on the program will 't
--inspired --tuntrkit that be from UK. Tobacco varieties
• On this Side of the' Atlantle,produces around 20 extra
the new Opel is called the 1900
and breeding will be discussed
_
horses kr the Opel.
and the -little super coupe
by Glenn 13. Collins,' associate *
carries the Rallye nameplate.
professor of agronomy. John
'
*
*
*
Sales have been brisk, say GM
Suns, who is also an associate
dealers._
_
_
,
AlthQugh
the
Q. My boyfriend took'me to a 'Professor of agronomy, will talk
availability of the Rallye has
LEXINGTON, KY.-A pest
racing meet for the first about fertilization of burley
drag
dams
mows
o
f
been sporadic.
which mats
While the Kaden now At
yearly to damage to, crops was tune the other rught and I must tobacco. J. H. Smiley, Ex-flon when a - say-4-had a.good time. I didn't tension tobacco specialist, will _
called
is stat being *• the-tenferdnitfen
_thew thia_osasgry, the___gcoup 0f...scientists met
:recently_ want to insult _my date's _in- speak Am_tobacco...disesaes,
Following' a break for
1900 series is stealhig the
at the University of Kentucky. telligence by asking him about
I
just
sat
back
drag
racing
so
refreshments,
Richard Thurlimelight on most showroom
Plant nematologisti from
and enjoyed it.
professor
of entomology,
floors. Dimensions for all the
ston,
nine southern states
t at the
But I do have one question: will look at the future of tobacco
1900 models are the same,from University of Kentucky
the first time one of those long
of Agriculture to discuss dragsters came up to the insecticides. Sucker control,'
topping and harvesting will be
research progress and Plan starting line I gasped in horror the topic of W.O. Atkinson. "!
nematodes.
when I saw the back tires were
future research on
specialist -- in
Nematodes are tiny round almost flat. I told my boyfriend research
agronomy. George Duncan,
The
laughed.
which
grow
wherever
but
he
just
worms
Extension , agricultural
dragster took off and nothing
things are found. living
will examine the
engineer,
Many
nematodes
are happened. Can you explain it
status of burley tobacco
parasites which attack animals for me?-B. A.
New York mechanization. Garnett
and plants, according to
A. It is really quite simple. Bradford,associate professor'of
The funding and approval of Richard alaPinen,the scientist Those dragsters develop an agricultural economics, will
horsean automobile mechanics class
discuss profitable yield levels
the
e inc
powrer
overof1,5h
0oOrshei;
meclat
edibi
-e soam
to be conducted at the Mayfield meeting. Nematodes damagiedrlitmag
, for burley tobacco. •
Occupational
Educational field, fruit and nuts, vegetable -and they need all the traction
Massie will conclude the
Center, has been announced by and ornamental crops; and the they can get. By deflating the program with a summary and a
Yoe B. Smith,' Manager of -the --animal-loss from these pests Is tires, the dragster gets -more - question-and-answer session.
"bite" off the line. There
Mayfield Employment office. estimated at 1.8 billion dollars. initial
The scientigt4,, Who attended is also less distortion as cm- The program will end about,
The starting date for the the meeting are members of the trifugal force builds up as the 4:30class, funded under the Man- Southern Regional Technical machine hurdles down the
power Development and Committee S-76. They are track. What makes the tires
Training Act of 1962 and ad- studying a family of nematodes look flat are the rumpled Use
ministered by Tilghman ma& is widespread in the sidewalls which are quite a bit
Vocational School, is February southern region. The two major flimsier than the tires on your
7,1972. The Center is located at members of this family are the family car. To keep them on the
are sometimes
502 South 12th St., Mayfield.
root-knot and cyst nerriatodes. finis, the tires
screwed right into the rims.
of
This is the seventh class of • °I.le
ta/th'
these attack
LOUISVILLE-Many tax*
*
*
this type to be held in Mayfield virtually.every important plant
and will accommodate eighteen growing in the southern region,
payer errors, particularly those
Q. In one of your answers that delay refunds, can be
trainees. The course will last for according to Chapman.
40 weeks, with 40 hours of day
One of the best ways to cut recently to a lady who wanted eliminated by using .the preclass each week Mr joei losses from nematodes is to some advice on buying a addressed label on the tax
_Lveg40.
,
4lasv_bamasmad
deyllsn resistant /Arleta. hImtfnrIier-agi..youtoicLber_packaga-mosiuod...in-ths-mail._
However, new races or biotypes to stay away from "cheap Peel the label from the tax
instructor
plastic helmets." I agree that package and place it on your
Schnool
ighman
and Artehae
ral the
Chapman
are
hapm
coanntinua
sallidy some helmets are not safe,„_but Form _1040.
Employment Service work developing. C
Ineoirie -tax 'Feturns 'with'
together jointly in ay:MI-sing and these racer raw,'according' to Irnaintainitis-possibleio-buya
sci
enevniuro
su
nmaere
ntal safe helmet for less than $20. I labels can be quickly identified
administering the training for
think you do a disservice to and processed since they
factors. The scientists
s
who contain necessary
thi
.rr
:Mg allowances are paid studying this variability and the ma'nufacturers
identifying
manufacture helmets by into trainees in these Manpower factors which are involved- In ferring that nothing but an information Robert J. Dath,
classes provided they meet the this way, they can find expensive, fiber glass helmet District Director of Internal
weaknesses in the nematodes
necessary requirements.
Revenue for Kentucky, said
will save your life. - 1.,M.
All interested persons should and develop control measures. California
today.
contact 'the Employment This will help reduce the
A. You apparently didn't • If your name or address has
Service at 319South Seventh St., millions of dollars in losses read the question and answer changed, make the necessary
Mayfield, at the earliest caused by the tiny pests, ac- very well because I was at- corrections on the label and
cording to the UK scientist.
possible date.
tacking not the legitimate fiber lightly strike through the wrong
glass and plastic helmet pre-printed information. If you
-AnsdartiTTIlterday's Puzzle
manufacturers, but the quick- have a refund due, this will help
Crossword Puzzle OMO
buck artists who- flood the insure deliyery of the check to
OM
00000
-Simian
—ACROSS
MOOG@ MMM0U0 market with inexpensive and'-7'The correct address.
6 Pertaining to
OM U0030 0003 inferior shells. Most safety
2 Cushion
old age
Taxpayers should also be
MOM 00(10 BM
4 Free ticket
7 Part of fishing
experts, however, agree that a
8 Small amount
003MM00 002 4-fiber glass helmet is
certain that their correctosocial
line
safer than
12 Anglo-Saxon
0002 0030 (20
8 Follower of
security number is entered on
money
communism
00 MOO 000 OM a plastic one. The analogy they the label before they file their
13 Unlock
.give
is
that
your
9
Man's
name
head
is
MI
like
MERU
the
312101111
Sandarac
tree
14
10 Make lace
DOA 0000002
yolk of an egg: a fiber glass return.
15 Obscure
16 Pierce
11 Before
MO 0000 000 shell will giveand crumple to a
The filing deadline for 1971
18 Writing tablet 17 Symbol for
0000 OU000 OM certain extent if hit, absorbing tax return is April 17, 1972.
.20 Holm oak
tellurium
0011E 000000
21 Proceed
19 Preposition
M3000 00 1003 the impact.
22 Evertor*
22
Macaw
,
A plastic shell will merely
iose
23 Roman
24 Symbol for
27 Golf mound
change
and the head tantalum
36
Near
44
Dispatched
29 Native Metal
or the:
s olrte- must change
25 Shield
pIna
37 Hurled rocks at 45 Am
llatron of
30 Tributary of
38 Land
Missouri River 26 Lease
shape with it.
really
Ford
started
something when it introduced
the Capri to Europeans a few
years ago. First one model was
'-offered, -then- -another:-No
there are virtually limitless
power and luxury combinations
of the,basic Capri, all based on
the same two-door coupe body.
General Motors saw the
handwriting on the wall.
Looking for a slice of the pie,
GM's Opel Divison in Germany
developed an
ciiiipe to
meet the Capri bead on. They
called it the Manta, and it,
caught on quickly. Featuring a
host of trick items like blackedout grille assembly, flat black
hood, body stripes,- road lights
and tachometer,the Manta has
a lot of eye appeal.
The Manta is only one model
in a whole new line of OpeLs
designed to augment and

-
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Mechanics

THE PHANTOM

Be Held

wiTCHsiEH, WE Reiff

THE CITY MEN Ao4f2 THEIR
P0150,4157- FOUR PEOPLE ACCEPT THEM -WE LOSE OUR POWER.

Go Mil HEAR?

BEATLE BAILEY
715 Ti-tE PAONE,
51R .'/OUR WIFE

BRILLIANT. R JUST
BRTLLIANT." ALL ',OUR
VEA5, ARE BRiLLIANIT,/

•

41,1.

YOU own parow.te

MY LIPS IG ALL.
14I61-16 AND LOvv5,
NO MIDDLES

YO., LEFT THE WATER
RUNNING AND Ti-S STOVE
TURNED ON! VkeHAT'5 YOLAZ
STUPID TROUBLE.'?
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SOME
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mosT'HOPELESS
CASE WE EVER
HEARD OF!!
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GOT
MUCH OF A
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YO'GOT PLENTY
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ANC? I SEE
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Of IRS
Label Helps
Avoid Errors

31 Measure of
weight (abbr.)
32 Nahoor sheep
33 Stroke
34 Preposition
35 Arrange in
folds •
37 Weight of India
38 Suffix:
adherent of
39 Satiate
40 Music:
as written
41 Conjunction
42 Roman patriot
44 Dinner course
47 Member of
vigil/mite
committee
51 Beverage
52 Ox of Celebes
53 Spare
54 Recent
53 River duck
56 Prepare for
print
57

.
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1 Seed containers
2 Seed coating
3 Hann
4 Head of
Catholic
Church

27
28
29
30
32
33

Bushy clumps
Man's name
Number
Paddle
Distinguishing
Edible seed

surrounded
by ocawater
pknwil emri

46
47
48
49

nickname

50

40
41
43

Damp
Large tub
Suffix: like
Tibetan
gazelle

native

10

Do you have a tip you'd like
to pass along to Motorways
readers? Mail it to Motorways,
P. 0. Box 190, San Diego, Calif.
92112.

iiiiMI:lin111111M1111111111
1111111111111111111M11111 Authoress opens own
11111111111111M1111111111MMil shop to sell book
Mid-town Manhattan has a
nevii
bookshop that stocks only
111111104111111111M"
one book, "Daughters of the
11111M1111111111M11111111:Min Moon," a first novel by Joan
who is the.sole pro11111011111§§iiii111111011111111 Haggerty,
prietor, manageress and salesWaViiiiii1111011111111111R
1111111111111111111111r41111
1111111111M1111111111rAillill
1111111111PliiiiiIIMIIIMEN11111
Dietz. by UMW

/shire Srldicatit.

15

woman.
She opened the shop after deciding . that her publisher,
Hobbs-Merrill, was not doing
enough to promote her book
which deals in part with two
pregnant women in the throes
of a love affair with-each ether.

Early Filing
Insures Quick
Tax Refunds

LOUISVILLE-Some
Kentucky taxpayers who filed their
individual income tax returns
at the new Internal Revenue
Service Center, Memphis,
Tennessee 37110, can expect
their refund checks in next
week's mail according to
Robert J. Dath, District
Director of Internal Revenue.
Dath- stated these would be
among those taxpayers who
filed early in January. He
pointed out that this is one
advantage of filing early.
Taxpayers who wait until later
in the filing season can expect a
six to eight week waiting period.
-,
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FOR SALE

ELEXTROLUX SALES & ter- PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM.' Available. For , information
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
mington,Kentucky.
TFC Savings and Loan, Main Street in
Murray or phone 753-7921.
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Make Hosiery
Last Longer

ONE 30" Deluxe GE range,
$79.95. One 30" Frigidaire range,
$57.50. One 40" L&H deluxe range
One 40" Frigidaire range, very
clean, $42.50. One.GE-taro deft__
refrigerator, automatic defrost, LEXINGTON, ICY. -LegIf You
Refrigerator clearance price, hugging tights and pantyhose
NICE 3 bedroom Houle, Dining
$139.50.
One Norge automatic are part of the winter fashion
-Miss
room, Den, Garage, Quiet
washer. One Kelvinator washer, scene. But a UK Extension
location, $140.00 per month. Call
Phono.
$65.00. One Speed Queen dryer, clothing specialist says they can
753-9917after6 p.m.
TFC
$47.50. One Admiral TV with AM- be an expensive wardrobe basic
FM Radio. Two GE console Color if you don't put them on
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
23-1/16x35"
TVs, one with new picture tube. correctly, give quick attention
Before 5:00 p.m.
duplex, fully carpeted, central
Low low price. One 18" Portable to mending small snags or runs,
.009
Thick
or
heat and air. Built-in stove.
Ty, only $59.50. Bilbrey's Car & and wash and dry them
Phone 753.478 or.753-9135. TFC These plates are perfect
Home Supply, 210 East Main. carefully. after each wearing.
Phone 753-5617.
- J27C - Mast pantyhose packages
roofing
for
siding
or
Between 6:00 p.m.
give put-on directions, acbarns,-for placing
30" WESTINGHOUSE STOVE,in cording to Wanette McKee,and
7:00 p.m. hi The
_around_bottom-et
-o-good-eondition,140700:Phone 75.- tbese tall you to work the _hose
1 Nice two bedroom trailer,
J27C up gently from the toe, one leg
mobile homes to keep 7545.
If you know your route
at a time. Then insert your
12X55,
1970
model.
Furboy's number, please cell
out
the
snow,
wind
and
hands into the gathered panty
nished and all utilities paid.
BRIGHTLY
PAINTED
wooden
no.
get
him first. If you
section and spread it evenly. To
At
furniture.
Starving
artist
must
University
many
other
Heights
and
for
results then call John
Trailer Park.
sell before January 31. Kitchen remove, ease the hose down
Pasco , Jr. at the above
uses such as
tug on
filtatadq State Trooper Henry C.Shipp,seessidirans right, Versales, rec•eloes a*pee from Lt.
set,
small table, work table and_
hours
number during the
out. on
rllIgtion
aiSt i
to
o anki
sli
Beandt
Governor Julian Carroll namiag him Trooper of the Year for 1971. Looking on are W. B. Young,
'building
out"
child's school desk. All wooden 'tfo
listed
Phone 753-7204
Louisville, chairman of the Kentucky Petroleum Council; Mrs. Shipp; and State Police Director
furniture. Excellent condition. sure your toenails are trimmed
mice or. rats,
Can be seen at 406 South 6th and filed smoothe so they won't Colonel Larry G. Boucher. The Trooper of the Year Program Is sponsored by the Eimitucky
After o:00 p.m.
Street, Apartment 3, Fran snag hose or wear a hole in Petroleum Council In cooperation with the Kentucky State Police. Shipp; a 28-yeer veteran of the
MAN WITH vision...Lifetime
.•
State Police, is assigned to Post No.12 at Frankfort.
Levinson,753-2480 after 5:00.J27P them.
opportunity...Join with new
Soil and perspiration can
at
Call
FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom
aggressive
successful and
ALUMINUM 14' fishing boat and make nylon deteriorate.
corponation. Investment from apartment. Large living room,
trailer. Phone 753-1412 between Washing slows down this
$2500.00 up. Income $15,000 to kitchen and private bath with gas
8:30am and 5:00p.m.
J27C process and also returns
325C
040,000. Call Jim Crofton collect heat. Phone 7534143.
103 N.4thIt
elasticity. Expect a little_ixdor_
613.329;9099.2 BEDROOM HOUSE with gas
UNIVERSAL JEEP Top. Metal fading.- Wash hose gently by
heat, near Panorama Shores
roll up windows, new condition. hand or machine in warm,
Turnip Greens 8t Hog Jowl
Phone 436-2266.
TFC
Will sell cheap. Phone 753-5617 or sudsy water. If you use your
with hot corn cake-79
RACK ladle's blouses and 753-1257 after 5:00 p.m.
J27C machine, put pantyhose and
cents, each Wed.
tights in in a mesh bag to
ONE BEDROOM mobile home, s1acks42 price. Settle Workprevent tangling. They can be
J29C
central heat, air conditioned, man.
The day may be coming when
TRIANGLE INN
HELP WANTED
dried by machine, too. If you most people will believe that fellow with a round red face, a
Even before you entered the
extra nice and modern. Located
753-4953
heavy black "handlebar"
and
fish originate as boneless fil- moustache and twinkling eyes. kitchen you could smell the dein Coach .Estates, South 16th. CLEAN EXPENSIVE carpets TIME ON your hands? I'll show keep them in the mesh bag
licious odor of something bakwith the best. Blue _Lustre is you how to turn it into money as use a slow setting for just long lets, frozen solid and packed in He always wore a little round
•$85.00per month.Phone 75360 PET SHOP. 7 miles North of 3855.
j25p. America's favorite. Rent an Avon Sales Representative. --enougtr
neat little eardbhard cartons. black cap with it Via*, a blue ing. Inside, everything was
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies,
shampooer $1. Murray Home & Get out and meet people, make handwashing and rinsing, blot
But there was a time when denim shirt open at the throat, spotless, and You could gaze for
hamsters, guinea pigs and
excess
moisture
ins
clean
towel
fish
were sold whole, just as and baggy black trousers held hours at the shiny pots and
J29C friends, during hours you choose.
FURNISHED APARTMENT one Auto storesupplies. Phone 753-1862 or 753and
hang
them
up
by
the
Waist
they
came from the water. It in place by a pair of suspen- pans which hung on the wall.
For a personal interview eall
block from University, $400.00
Gust's wife, Olga, was a jolly,
9457.
J27NC
was
up
to the housewife to cut ders.
to
dry.'
IF
CARPETS
look
dull
collect
before
8:30
a.m.
or
after
and
drear,
per semester plus utilities for two
motherly woman with curlyStop runs up the leg with nail off the head and fins and then
students. phone John pak.,' ), jr., remove spoteas they appear with 6:00 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs.
He drove an old bay horse gra y hair, who spoke English in
TpNc Blue Lustre. Rent electric Janet Kunick, Route 2 Box 136A, polish and wear them under remove the scales by scraping who never could see any point her calmer moments and
753-7278. .
the
fish
from
the tail toward the in hurrying, but who went
CALL US AT
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire Printeton,Ky.42445.
J26C boots, knee socks, or over-theSwedish when she was excited.
knee socks. Stop downward head with a knife. Tinseopera- 'through the motions of trotting She could make the very
Shopping Center.
J29C
best
HOUSE for college
FURNISHED
lion
always
scattered
the
glisruns
with
roll
polish
and
wear
754-5865
for.,,the sake of appear, .gingerbread boys in the whole
TRACTOR-TRAILER drivers
tening
Scales-in
-every
dire
s ghls
'
Ph"7512)4°
ances.
'j31C BELTON E FACTORY fresh (Experience not necessary) Must them with your longer skirts
world - crisp, brown and
bon,and wherever they landed,
For Prices on
The fish wagon looked very, spicy, with raisin eyes, red cinhearing aid batteries for all make have good driving record. Be in and pants. you can also wear they stuck like
glue.
But
if
yog-NICE TWO bedroom mobile
yhcutting.
l
much like an ot•dinary Whir_ namon candy button's .on their
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J26C good health. To train for lama and two pair; of pail
- wanted to eat fish you had tO home,two miles South of Murray
over-the-road hauling. For ap- off the bad leg of each. Once resign yourself to this situation. 'wagon with a high seat in front, coats, licorice bands on their
on 641. Electric heat. Phone 753but the wagon box was covered
hats and stick cinnamon cigars
GOING OVERSEAS!!! 1963 plication, call 606-299-6912, from they're completely hopeless,
This was many years ago,
4645 after 4:00 p.m.
J27C
Corvair; Oak dining table with 9a.m. - 7 p.m., or write Nation you can cut them up and use before the days of supermar- by a pair of doors which were in their mouths.
She cut them out with a knife
Pedestal; fully equipped 10 Wide Semi Division, Suite 214, them to stuff washable pillows kets, and instead of customers usually closed, but could be
opened whenever necessary. -cookie cutters were for amaONE BEDROOM trailer, car- gallon aquarium. Phone
753-7828 171 New Circle Road, N.E., in and cuddly cloth animals.
running to the store every day,
Gust announced his coming teurs - and they were real
Central Shopping Center peted, electric heat, nice ap- or 753-9388.
One more tip: segregate Merchants went from house to
J29C Lexington, Kentucky,40505. J26C
from far down the road by
pliances, garbage disposal, air
works of art. To be sure, some
pantyhose and tights in your house with their wares.
753-5865
means of a fish horn which of them assumed rather lentilsconditioner, storage building. On BOY'S AND Girl's dress coats
drawers according to what you
Just
such
a
merchant
was
BUY
WANT TO
gave forth a deep, hoarse blast lie s- hapes dui-bit-MS'biking;
private lot, downtown location. and car coats, sizes 2T to 14
wear with them.
Gust, the fish peddler, a jovial somewhat
like a frog with but they tasted just as good. reasonable,
with years, one third off. All children's WANT TO BUY Farm land t
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Priced
bronchitis.
All the children in the neigh.L_...
everything
furnished.
One
10'x55'
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
sportswear, 20 per cent off. Settle within Z miles of Murray, 150o
t
Whenever a housewife who borhood loved to visit Gust and_
two bedroom trailer. Good Workman.
J29C
200 INTEL Cleared, pasture
wanted fish heard the horn, she Olga, but nobody will ever go,
downtown location. Central heat
Would_iike faros house, barn. Students
hurried out to the road to wait there anymore. Not - so
Take along w sack full.
and air conditioning. Reasonable
Phone 436-2415 or 436-2442 after
until Gust drove-up:The horse ago, men with bulldozers drove _
reni_Fine 752 4417 or,
4m
:
Aways stilh-peii-OthirrOVWIRe: into the front yard' and in a
SIRLOIN
after 5:00 p.M.
$15 or tor $.89.
J27C"
cord whenever he saw a cus- short time the house was
STEAK DINNER
tomer,and Gust would clamber smashed to kindling wood.
Complete and Satisfying
WANT TO BUY good used
THREE BEDROOM furnished
TRIANGLE INN
down from his seat and throw
There's a modern apartment
$148.
Plionet
Western
saddle,
-W1
-seat.
Trailer:Mow W3-5811.
'.12TC
J27C . GOLDEN POND,' KEN- flourished in the wooded area, back the-lid of the wagon box. -house there now, and a great 753-4478 after 5:00 p.m.
TRIANGLE INN
TUCKY-January 20-Creating and along the Lake Barkley Inside,surrounded by ice, were many people say that means
SERVICES OFFERED
greater environmental shoreline. Center Station, the all kinds of fish- plump, fresh, progress.
AUTOS FOR SALE
1963 MODEL 9.8 H.P. Mercury
Maybe so. But when you can
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
,LOST & FOUND
awareness by extending the major interpretive center in the shiny beauties with scales like
also hank gravel, ne dirt and 1960 FORD PICKUP V8, long outboard $85.00. 1 M-30 Plunger
classroom into the outdoors is area, Empire Firm and the sparkling jewels, for Gust remember good-natured Gust
never had anything but the with his shiny fish and his old
topsoil. phone Hardin 354.8569 el wheel base. In good condition. troling motor $60.00. 1 flat top LOST _YOUNG male dog, Li the purpose of the day-use
bay horse, and jolly Olga with
J25P guitar $35.00. Phone 474-2309.J26C Collie,' 44 Shepherd, white and program at Land Between the Youth Station, -an outdoor very best.
TFC Phone 489-2311.
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
school, are other popular spots
After the customer had made
brown, black ring around right LakeS, TVA's big outdoor for day-use programs. Students her selection Gust would climb her cakes and cookies for all
the children, and the scent of
TAX SERVICE. Leave records
eye. Lost in vicinity of 10th and recreationand education center actually see animals and birds, back on the wagon and the old
TOWERS AND ANTENNA
lilacs and apple blossoms for fast preparation. Government 1968 PONTIAC G1'0, double
J27C
Olive.
Phone
IA
western
Kentucky
and
753-2383.
at
trees and plant life, and soil and horse would start again on the well, sometimes you wonder.
trained. Reasonable rates. Phone power, vinyl roof, and bucket
Tennessee. Last year over water. By learning through _route which eventually led to
WHOLESALES PRICES
753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C seats. Very good condition.
LOST BLACK Angus cow. If 11,000 students who participated participation -In problem- . home. • '
A,FINE FINE
$1295.00. Also 1971 Vega, low RIG JACK ANTENNA $19.95
found phone 753-6393 or 753in such programs as aquatic solving activities in the outAuthor
William Manchester
Gust
lived
just
a
"piece"
up
Service
Center
T.
V.
Phone
753
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back mileage with air.
4496.
J27P, Studies, nature, walks; and art doors, they are able to realize the road in an old-fashioned did his duty when he recently
Central Shopping Center
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- 1222. .
.131P
classes, in the outdoors found the interdependency of man and house-which was painted white found a copy of a book he -bor753-5865
5933.
TFC
LOST MAN'S Wyler wrist watch that day field trips could be nature; and the importance of then. There was a big front rowed 29 years ago from the
University of Massachusetts IL
„fwith Spiedel band, in vicinity of enjoyable educational ex- maintaining a quality enHORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER 1956 DODGE 4 ton pickup. Good
yard with lilac bushes and elm - abrary. He returned it with a
Shop, 213 Spruce Street, open 9:00 condition. $200.00. Phone 753- BOY'S SHOE Sale. Regular 4th 'Street. Reward. Phone 436- periences.
vironment where wildlife, trees, and just south of the
$5.99. Sale $3.99. Regular $4.99. 5677.
-.127C. A professional staff from the ipint life and man can flourish. house was an apple orchard. check for more than $600 to
a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday 6753.
cover the estimated fine.
Sale $2.99. Settle Workman. J29C
Conservation Education Center
through Saturday. Haircuts $LOB.
walker...Hound,
in
the
Lakes
Land
Between
LOST
TREE
and
vinyl
roof,
Boy's haircuts $.75.
TFNC 1968 CHEVELLE SS,
Raney wheels, good tires. Less FLUFFY soft and bright are female, 7 months old. Lost at works with teachers before they
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!! than 1,000 miles on motor. Phone carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. Drive In Theatre in Murray. bring their classes to the area in
J27P Rent electric shampooer $1. Black and white spotted. Phone an effort ts.develop activitiei
Rewiring, Service Changes,_ 75340.
4
Begley Drug Store, Central 437-4329.
J27C which will cpmplement their orpElectric Heat Specialist. No job is'
J29C
going curriculums. The chilly
tod small. Reasonable rates. 1106 1971 FORD STATION Wagon, Showing Center.
Mart;
1
7
LOST: -44 COLLIE and
months of winter prbvide the
Country Squire LTD, automatic
Sycamore.Phone 753February 15C transmission, power steering,
Shepherd male dog in Almo. Has opportunity to conduct some .
2967.
When the weather outside
two collars, bob tailed.'Reward: unusual programs in the
brakes and windows. Stereo
Is frightful, our home-made
J271' outdoors which cannot be held
Phone 7534161.
J31C
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free radio. Phone 753-3078.
Ice
cream
is
still
in the spring and summer. For
estimate. Work guaranteed. Can
delightful. 1.20 & 1.30, Qt.
example, the absence of foliage
furnish references. Phone 753- 1970 CORVETTE; 12,000 miles, 1.79,'
42 Gal. $149
makes the seasona good time to
TFC one owner, excellent condition.
3484.
TRIANGLE INN
study land and rock formations.
Two tops. 5-50 warranty. Phone
Wildlife is easy to track when
WILL CARE for children in my Fancy Farm 6234303 or 623j3ipi 25" CONSOLE COLOR TV, three
the foliage is less dense and the
home, Monday thru Friday. 4692.
years old. Phone 753-9550. J27P
lines and texturesof trees and
Phone 753-1775.
J27P
other plant like make them good
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE GIRL'S LOAFERS,sizes 814 to 4,
models for young artists. The
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
ideal for school,
price. Settle
win-I& is also an excellent time
painting; any size job. All work
J29C
SMALL FARM: good location; Workman.
to study the migrating geese
guaranteed. Use first quality
business or future investment.
and eagles that visit Land
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
One mile
East Murray, ap- 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low
Between the Lakes each year.
Todd,753-8495.
February 7.8(
J31C
proximately 10 acres pasture. mileage. Phone 767-2032.
Most of the groups which
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
come to Land Between the
WILL STAY with elderly people Cozy older
7 room house, FULL BLOODED long haired
Lakes for day-use programs
day or night in home or hospital. modern. For appointment call Dachshund. Housebroken,
center their activities in the
Poyner,
Edmonson
Phone Mary
436-2173.
'
TFC spayed.$25.00. Phone 753Conservation Education Center,
Cadiz,Kentucky 522-3167. J27P
4759.
.J27C
a 5,000-acre area near Lake
Nature walks are only one of many educational programs conducted by school groups who spend
ONE YEAR old two bedroom
Barkley Learning experiences
the day at Land Between the Lakes, TVA's big outdoor recreatiou and c'onservation education
in social studies, biology-, and
POR ALL your home additions,, bungalow, fully carpeted, carcenter. The purpose of the day-use program is to extend the classroom into the out-of-doors. Each
...pott, extra large kitchen. 301 acre ELEVEN -PIGS. Three miles
alterattons, remodeling, tic
geography are often held at old
year thousands of students from schools throughout the midwest participate in this program of
East of Alin° Heights. Phone 753not,Coldwater. Phone 489rive Estimates. Phone 753homesites, near the remain of
activities In the outdooi-s.
.problem-solving
J27C
J25
ç
4418.
•
TFC 2504.
6126.
the iron industry which once
t
t
•
- •••

Your Pape

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER
pups, non shed coats, delightful
companions, champion sired.
$70.00 up, terms. Melody-Ayre
Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
phone 901-247-3345.
J26C

ALUMINUM
PLATES

753-1916

753-7278

FOR RENT

I

25' each

Ledger & Times

LETS REMINISCE

Do you remember
old fish wagon?

rturray,--Ky.

ROHN TV TOWERS
TV Service. Center

Participate
n Day-use Program

there's

Money
be

Made

ru
Clashied

1
.1

IME LEPG

America'skids are
on move

:

The'Kentucky attorney general's office ruled Monday that it
was not cliscrerninatory for the
Jefferson County Board of Education to deny emergency leave
to a Jewish school teacher on
two holidays of her faith.
In an opinion request by Miss
Betty Brustyn of Louisville,
Asst. Atty. Carl Miller said that
the board of education had not
adopted a a regulittion that includes religious holidays as the
reason for personal leave!.

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
You hear and read about
America's teen-agers, for good
or for bad. But how about the
kids vrho are approaching their
teens? What is happening to
them?
The answers are encouraging
and come from a variety of
sources. One of these is the
federal space agency. It
reports that many of the more
than
15,000
American
youngsters who want to par-.
ucipate in the agency's Skylab
Student Project are 12 years
old or younger.
The Skylab Student Project is
aimed St stimulating iritered inscience ani technology among
the nation's youngsters. It is
being managed for the space
agency by the National Science
Teachers Association.
Space officials and the
association's leaders have been
amazed at the flood of
proposals 'Tor scientific experiments to be carried aboard
the Skylab spacecraft when it
spins around the world wits
three-man crew in 1973. One 211day and two 56-day missions
are scheduled during the year.
. (X course only 25 student
.isinla
LW *elected
.. from the thousaixis submitted.
But what is encouraging to
space officials and the
teachers' association is the snout reaction of youngsters to
this challenge.
"It shows that American
youngsters, even before they
reach their teem in many
cases,are interested not only in
the space program but in
science itself," observes I.
James Fletcher, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration head. "It really is
an encouraging sign in these
times."
Regional and national
selections of student experiments for Skylab will be
announced in April. But most
important to Dr. Fletcher and
his sides is the fact 'that so
many kids wanted to be a part
of the space program, no
matter whose experiments are
selected for the ride around the
globe.

Mrs. W.P. Rummell, Murray lilkille Sealed secretary, eat Mr.
Oka Mem principal. go OW Ilie aladeels' p-ads cards before
Ihmellgag isle set.
lliellgiste Ity David Hill

Rites Today
AlidditSchod
For Mrs. Adams
(Casitkmaedlreso Page 1)

Funeral services for Mrs. Bill
(Bruce) Adams will be at 1:00
p.m. this afte2 now at the
ColdwaterIhereleuf.Christ,
Bro. Henry- Hargis and Bro.
Kenneth Hoover will be in
charge of the services_ Burial
will be in the Coldwater Church
of Christ cemetery.
Survivors
include
her
husband, Bill Adams of near
Coldwater, mother, Mrs. Lula
Mae Cherry Robertson of
Meadow View Nursing Home;
three daughters, Mrs. Shirley
.Calgill of Marion,Ind., Mrs. Bill
Bowen of Benton Route Eight,
and Mrs.
Martha Minter of
Benton Route Two; three sons,
Billy K. Adams of Murray
Route One, Bobby Dale Adams
of Chicago, IQ, and Charles
Wayne Varna of Mayfield
Route Seven; three sisters,
Mrs. W.B.Gupton and Mrs. J.B.
Fraizier, both of Kirksey Route
Two, and Mrs. T.W. Albin of
Mayfield Route Seven and
Ralph Robertson of Detroit,
Mich., ten grandchildren.
The Max Churchill Funeral
New York State Commerce Home is in charge of
Commissioner Neal L. Moylan arrangements.
says the kids are itterested not
Pailbeerers *will be Johnny
hst what is going Downs, Edmon Jetes, Jim
en right here on earth as well.
HutRe Points out that of the more man Alvin, and Rayburn
than ,500 letters received by Pendergrass.
his office requesting information about the Empire
State aid New Vert city, most
of them were from youngsters.
Moylan offers some of the
children's letters to reflect
their interests:
Funeral services will be held
For exarnple, Mark IL of San today at two _p.m. for Verble
Antonio, Tex., wrote: "I sin a Taylor,former co-owner Willi C.
fifth grade student and E. Cain in the Cain and Taylor
studying Your state. I would Gulf Service in Murray.
like some facts about the state.
Services will be at the Max
I would especially appreciate Churchill Funeral Home with
you sending my mother a photo Bro. Harold
Lassiter and Bro.
of Joe Nemeth. She just Henry
Hargis officiating.
screams about him."
Burial will be in the Green
Steven B. of Waynesboro,
Pa., explained he is "writing Plain Cemetery. Pallbearers
about hippies and other will be Charles Brent Taylor,
minority groups" in his history Barber Taylor, C. E. Cain,
Luther Gooch, Claude Gooch,
class.
"I would like to know the Leslie Dalton, James Kelley,
street life of the hippies," and Frank Dalton.
He is survived by his widow,
Steven wrote. "There are no
hippies in my community that I Mrs. Inez Roberson Taylor of
could get information from, Murray Route . Five; two
and I would be grateful if you daughters, Mrs. Jack Speegle of
would send me any free Roswell, N.M., and Mrs. T. 0.
brochures or booklets con- 'Taylor of New Hope, Minn.; one
taining this information."
sister. Mrs. Charles Doran of
AM Steve H. of Cinchruiti Paducah; five grandchildren
wrote: "Can you tell me ins and two great grandchildren.
medium-sized letter what New
York is like and how they raise
animate" --• ---Little Patty Z. of The Bronx,
N.Y., was in a considerable
hurry. "I would like literature
lestallassed tram Page 1)
about New York for school,"
their
deputies from $20,000 to
she wrote. "Please send it
$27,580 was scheduled for a
Moylan says he is sta-prised vote Monday but action on it
and encouraged by the was deferred.
The bill reported was the subcuriosity and search for
knowledge of so many ject of a caucus by the 73
thousands of youngsters, most Democratic Home members
of them still in elementary during the session. The decision
to delay a vote on it suggested
school.
"U there is any moral to be that the necessary votes to pass
cira wn from the story of all it had not been committed.
these kids, it's that they are
determined to learn more
about the country they live in,
PROST!TUTION PINCH
BALTIMORE (API - A
and that's a most encoiraging
$200.000-a year prostitution ring
sign," he observes.
has been broken up by police
who sas it operated much like a
HER 'BLIND SPOT
mail order business
LONDON •AP)•- Mada mg:
Officers said prospective
Jaye. a clairvoyant plagued by (seeds were furnished with cat
mystenous and obscene tele aloes containing nude
photo:
pease calls. told inquiring p0- yraphs of thr girls in the ring
.
lice.no idea where they
Twelve persoas were ar•
are coming -from._ •
rested

Services Today
For Verble Taylor

_
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Zoning .

01,

observed that the girlsdon't feel
compelled to grow up at too
early an age. Now the seventh
and eighth graders aren't trying
to etriuLste tbe_high school
seniors,so there's not nearly so
much make-up and mature
sophisticated clothing. I think
the children feel much more
natural and comfortable now."
Mr. Fred Schultz, city school
superintendent, has supported
and guided the program. Mr.
Jeffrey said, "We've already
receiyed
temporary
accreditation from the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, and we couldn't have
done this without the help of a
lot of people."
Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty,
supervisor of Instruction in the
city schools, organized a
workshop dealing with middle
iehool teaching which air the
teachers now employed at
Murray Middle School attended. She now has a workshop
In progress to evaluate the
program.
Help in organizing ,the
program also came from
educators at Murray State
University, Dr. Pete Ryan and
. Baar Taylor. •
"If I had to choose between
-e geed ,faculty or having
good facilities, I'd take the
faculty any day. I have the good
faculty The good facilities will
come later."
Sc the somewhat smaller feet
of younger Murray students
continue to pound the worn
stairs of the "old" Murray High_
School that has become the
"new". Murry Middle School.
And it seems, id least kir the
present, that the doors will be
open to anyone who would like
to step inside for a nostalgic
whiff of varnish and chalk dust.

Honor Roll . .
(Captinsied from Page 1)
Ann Parker, Cindy. Parker,
Scott Peterson, Gail Russell,
Mary Tull, Barbara Van Meter,
Betty Jo Ward.
Juniors
Kathy Blanchard, Cathy
Christopher, Mark Compton,
Anne Erwin, Ted Forrest,
Nancy
Herndon,
Susan
Hudgins, Charles Hussung,
Larry Lockhart, Bob Pirileston;
Ellen Quertermous, Kathy
Rogers,'Karen Russell, Sarah
Sams, Debi Shinners. David
Smith, Nancy Spann. Penny
Terhune.
Sophomores
Susan Adams, Maggie Battle,
Kay Ruice, Donna Cole, Debbie
Dodd, .Mary Doran, Marcia
Fielder, Nancy Garrison, Gary
Gibbs;
Susan Hainsworth, Valerie
Harrison, Cathy Mitchell, Ti-ins
Nicks, Beverly Parker, Tonya
Reeder, Selwyn Schultz,
Peggy Visher, Kathy Watson,
Beth Wilson.
Freshmen
Laurie Beatty,
Debra
Billington, Nancy Fitch, Jean
Forme, Edwin Garrett, Ginger
Gilliam, John Harcourt,
Augusto May,Jana Jones, Kent
Klein, Tricia Kline;
Amy Lovett, Robert Mason,
Martha McKinney, Debbie
McMillan Tim Philpot, Michele
Richardson, Vicki Roberts,
Beverly Rogers, Lee Stewart,
Karia Wilkinson.

To Go—OliTirroliight,
Withdrawal Date May Be....
XOti

skie _wvirioduced in the Kentucky House Monday that
would limit the sales tax on
cars to the actual cash price
paid for the vehicle.
Currently, Kentucky law requires anyone buying a new car
to pay a five per cent tax on
the full retail price, regardless
of the value of a trade-in.

In

WASHINGTON AP)- Amid
growing indications President
Nixon is preparing to offer a
date for total withdrawal of all
U.S. troops in exchange for release of American prisoners of
war, the White House announced the chief executive will
make a nationally televised fejt
radio broadcast foreign policy
statement tonight.
Presidential press secretary
Ronald Ziegler said Nixon will
deliver the statement from his
oval office at 8:30 p.m. EST.
Ziegler refused to say what
specific area of foreign policy
would be covered.
The announcement that the
White House had sought and
gained national television and
radio time came as indications
mounted that a significant shift
was being contemplated in the

what was discussed.
U.S. stance in the Paris peace
Presidential press secretary
talks on Vietnam.
Ronald L. Ziegler, however,
Ziegler declined repeatedly to
told newsmen earlier in the day
expand upon his three-sentence
announcement, and would not
that Porter would not be taking
discuss the widespread reports 'any specific new proposals
back to the aegotiating _table
of a Vietnam trade offer.
CARROLLTON, Ky. (APIHe told reporters, however, when he returns to Paris later
Marvel Industries, Inc., of
in the week.
that "I would move with some
Sturgis, Mich., has purchased a
caution as to what you say in
President Nixon said in a
180-acre industrial tract along
your reports prior to the Presi- television interview Jan. 2 that
U.S. 42 four miles east of Carthe North Vietnamese in Paris
dent's statement tonight."
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API- rollton.
Pressed for an interpretation
had said "no deal" to a webs
The Kentucky Senate unaniof his cautioning remarks, Zieg- drawal-for-prisoners exchange
mously passed a bill Monday
Marvel President Daniel Wa)ler said "I would be careful not offer. But no such proposal has
that might make it possible for ther said only a small part of
to move with your reports fo- ever been made at the Paris
some city civil service employ- the acreage would be utilized
cused totally ... on the specula- talks.
es to live outside the limits of immediately. Work was begun
tion that has occurred."
Sen.. George McGovern, 0the city where they work.
last week on a 50,000 square
Ziegler also refused to say S.D., and Rep. Robert L. LegThe bill, introduced by Sen. foot pre-structured concrete
whether any new development gett, 0-Calif., both have said
William Sullivan, D-Henderson, and steel building on the site.
had prompted the President's their talks with North Vietnamnow goes to the House.
Marvel is a division of the
request for television time, or ese negotiators convinced them
Dayton Steel Foundry Co., Daywhen he decided to make such a trade is.possible.
say
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)-A ton, Ohio.
the request.
The North Vietnamese, howThe possibility of such a ever, indicated following the
trade offer before the Novem- Nixon television statement that
4-Fer'firesidentiar-ereffon 11.11..-tisaywerenottiropping their mnbeen mentioned often in recent sistence that the United States
weeks, but Sen. Edward W. abandon the Saigon government
Brooke, R-Mass., said Monday as a part of any settlement.
The U.S. guarantee of supnight be had heard the offer
port for the Saigon government,
will come "very soon."
-- Brooke,a member of the Sen- often stated by Nixon in the
Officials of the Tennessee that such
a move _would in- 1 must be taken under con- ate Armed Services Committee, past, was not mentioned in the
Valley Authority and the Army crease the mosquito
problem in
sideration before a decision told the Greater Boston Young Jan. 2 interview.
Corps of Engineers have agreed the area. The
Asked whether by next Notwo lakes are could be made. The two noted Republicans Chi) he is so certo study a proposal concerning known across the nation for that scheduling
vember "there will be no
tain he could almost prediet it.
of
water
level
the operating levels of -Ken:--beinci--- free
And a high-level State 'De- Arneheans,lend sea or air-no
of mosquitos. Much -changes depend heavily on the
tAlckY Lake and Lake Barkley. it the responsibility for that demand for power
partment
source said Brooke residual force-fighting in supgeneration
port of Laotians, Cambodians
The proposal was made to 10P fact rests with the early sum- and the need
for flood protec- "appears to be on sound
or South Vietnamese," Nixon
officials of the two gsNe'ru"ill -nter operating levels of the lake. tion, and that all of
ground,"
but
he
would
not
disthis had to
agencies Kentucky *
--"-----District Engineer William----be considered before any cuss it further.
Western Waterland, Inc., a clirsiyies
of the Corps. 6!" changescould be made in the - A spokesman me -the State • "That. depends on_inie ctr!
tourist promotion organization Engineers and Reed
: the -situation
Department specifically refused cumstance
Elliott, operating levels.
operating in the counties
Director of the Division of
Normal Kentucky Lake and to knock down the Brooke re- with regard to our POWs."
surrounding the two lakes.
The White House said later,
Water Control for TVA pointed Lake Barkley operation levels port but would not confirm it
KWW Executive
Director out that the lakes were
however,
that the United States
either.
range
frorrea low of 354 feet in
imHank Lindsey says the KWW pounded as
Ambassador William Porter, was not dropping its support of
multi purpose December, January, February
proposal calls for the main- facilities;
for flood control, and March to a high of 359 feet chief U.S. negotiator at the President Thieu of South Viettaining of a water level of 356 power
generation,
and in May and June. The gradual Paris peace talks, who flew nam, but the °spokesman
feet from September first recreation, in
that order. They summer drawdown begins in home secretly last week, con- stepped short of saying that
through the first of November. pointed out
further that all mid-June and continues until. ferred Monday with Secretary support had to be in the form
Normally, under current aspects of the
of State William P. Rogers, but of a residual U.S. force in the
KWW proposal the first of December.
operating procedures,the water
there was no official report of Southeast Asian country.
level would drop from 356 feet
on September first to 354 feet by
the first of December.
"If the level of the two lakes
can be maintained at 356 feet
through the first of November,
They will mean much more to
boards
nts
atdec
aiiIc
i4itew
i
sch
t.
other
1‘.:acthe tourist industry. In essence, irRANRFORT, Ky. ( AP)- ernme
our season for water sports. Wednestimy is shaping up as the tivities also might be excused.
would be two months longer -date for the first showdown on
FRANKFORT, Ky. t API- driver an additional $100 to get
Meanwhile, Sen. Lacey
l -the administration's consumer Smith, D-Louisville, withdrew The state would be empowered it, By Rep. Bruce Blythe, Rthan it is now," Lindsey sew.'
from the constent calendar bill to regulate commercial and in-We are pleased with the fraud proposal.
-To exempt the assets of
which would remove public offi- dustrial developments to retain
Mnajori)i.tEyliza
beLeadethrtol:ne,
tw
attoiture
degula
of ttal:leg offi
agencies
cials of,
andHuSeddlnaestott
cials from the governing boards an attractive environment un- regulated investment companies and real estate inbelieve they will give our 'said Monday that date was se- of state colleges and univer- der a new House bill.
proposal serious study. while lected for a vote to give anyone sities.
The proposed act, introduced vestment trusts from all state,
they made
„ other who wanted to a chance to file
Smith said he planned to Monday by Rep. Joe Clarke,0- county, district, city and school
no geothis
amend the bill to expand the Danville, wants to use the com- intangible property taxes and
than to study what we amendments to the bill...
_ -corporate income -team.suggested, we do feel they are
Under the Senate rules membership of the Myr'any- monwealth's police power lu
aware of the problem the ithi; amendments must be-as-Of _Kentucky beard of trUSteeS____, -flexible and practical" means By Rep. Frank Qucker
waLtesAerlifesenfs to us in the hands of each member before a from 12 to 16 persons and to -80--hatt damage- to people -and
- To allow the state Board of
grant voting rights to .studentk4 surroundings from such projlate eisimmer and early fall," vnte
..1 can be taken:them
Education tea suspended for one
keep
from members of the governian ects.------ •
- Iiiedear. added.
The bill notes that many de- year the teaching certificate of
Those representing KWW at being offered but I.can try to
wieebwe _wspb,4.3gat them„” Hudcileston said of
The latter proposal, he said, velopiiiiiita because of their anyone whom the Professional
been-WPOngty adeussited bs- - _11M.413S1.1$111110...ari groats to Practices Commission finds
KWW president Carl Hamilton reWrted amendments to the
serious or repeated'
of Marshall County, KWW bill he introduced and which he the Kentucky Student Associ- the environment.
board member Sinah Broad:71=s said he hopes will Pass vie- ation.. Smith confided that he
The proposed act requires a vidlations of criteria developed
tinder the guiding statute. By
expected opposition to the pro- builder or developer
bent, Jr., of Trigg County, tuallY in tact.
to notify
Edward Netherland of 4,nw......„:The_rae.asure would prohibit posal when it came before the the Department of Environmen- Clarke.
-To remove the 5 cents per
_ tal Protection
•
University of Kentucky Ex- all false, misleading or deceR- full -senate.
-presumably the
periment station inPrinceton, tive practices; vest enforce1100assessed -valuation limit on
Under the original bill the name of a
combined agency
ment powers in the attorney governor, state agriculture planned
and Lindsey.
by the administration - taxes for pension funds for emThe question of changing the general's office and create a 16- commissioner and state superbefore proceeding with a proj- ployes in second class cities.
operating levels of Kentucky member coniumer advisory intendent of public instruction ect occupying 20 acres or 60,000 Also raising from 5 to 60 per
cent the maximum to be taken
and Barkley Lakes is not a new courial headed by the-attorney would be removed from the UK square feet.
board and the superintendent
one. Various attempts have generalThe department would be em- from the monthly salaries of,
The Kentucky and Louisville would be replaced on the powered
been made in past years to get
to hold a hearing on such employes for their penarea chamber of commerce boards of regents at other state the notification
sions. By. Rep. James Murphy.
some change made.
and could apKWW officials had hoped and the Kentucky Retail Feder- colleges and universities.
prove the development if cer- 1)-Newport.
In other action Monday the tain
To establish a real estate
earlier that TVA and Corps /*on have voiced opposition to
standards were met -rangeducation, research and recovofficials might consider keeping the bill and the latter group re- Senate:
ing
from
anti-pollution
ery fund. It would be financed
--Passed SB22 allowing local steps to scenic
the level of the lakes at 358 until Porteffly is drawing up amendharmony with
governments to establish resi- surroundings. The
through realtors' and salesthe first of August, but Dr. 0.M.
burden
of
The
nts opponents
it. nts generally dis- dency requirements for city proof would.,
Derryberry of TVA pointed out me
be on the builder men's licenses. The commission
'approve of a provision which employes. Residency require- or
could compensate an aggrieved
developer.
would allow individuals to file ments for city police and fireHowever, they would have a party if the broker or salesman
class action suits against busi- rnent would continue to be cov- last
resort from any cortunis- were found guilty of violating
nessmen. This, they maintain, ered in a separate statute.
sion orders through appeal to the law. By Reps Joseph Pracould lead to harassment of
ther,0-Vine Grove.
Franklin Circuit Court.
(Canthwed train Page 11
merchants.
The proposed act would not
Huddleston said he also
Murray State University
apply to developments in exisfootball stadium This is a might offer an amendment
tence or to those which already
highly
modern
facility which would change the worpossess the necessary state or
departing from the usual ar- ding of the bill slightly but
local licenses to go ahead with
make
no
substantia
would
k
chitectural patterns seen in the
Mrs. Maude Seay, 93, of 540 construction.
changes in its content.
city.
Brand St.. Mayfield, died
Other bills introduced:
He said he preferred not .to Monday at 11:15 a.m.
The Bank of Murra.v aLso
-To raise burial expenses
it the
what
changes
discuss
might be ParkvieviSC.onvalescen
operates a branch at the corn.'!
t Center under workmen's compensation
A.M. Hared!. 86, retired
of South Fifth and Poplar contained in other amend- in Paducah.
from 8500 to 81,500. By Sen.
florist and nursery operator,
streets and is presently razing
Survivors are two daughters, Kelsey Friend, t)-Pikeville.
died Sunday at the (lift Nursing
Metnwhile, the bill received Mw. Jack Harrison
the old Beak Hotel where a men
of Far-To extend from one to five home in Princeton.
an endorsement Monday from mington,
parking lot will be placed
and Mrs. W.A. Sloan years the
period in which a
Survivors
Rep. Nicholas Kafoglis, I)- of
include
The Peoples Bank has
one
Austin, Texas. Two sons, person
may file for black lung daughter, Mrs. Harold McGreen,
who said it Thomas F.Seay
branch bank at the corner of Bowling
of Chicago,
and
related benefits under Connell, Hopkinsville, one son,
Sixth and Main, a southssi• would "protect honest business- and Earnest M. Seay
of
branch on South Twelfth Street, men from the unethical pro- Floosrnoore, Illinois, 12 grand- workmen's compensation. By Dr. A.M. Harvill, Jr., three
Friend
grandsons, and three great
and a northside branch on
children and five great grandirs.:
"tTelu
'Kentucky Chamber of children also survive.
Chestnut street. A new building 1.11°
Heytsing the Kentucky Ag- grandaughters.
Harvill. Jr.. was assistant
is planned at the corner of Commerce is doing a disservice
Mrs. Seay was the widow Of riculture Development Commisprofessor
of Biology at Murray
Twelfth and Chestnut The to the businessman of Ken- John W. Seay. Funeral
services sion under the title of GoverPeoples tank also operate, a tucky" by opposing the bill. Ka- will be held at 11:00
nor's Council on Agriculture. State University from Sep-a,m.
tember 1957 to August 1962. He
parking lot in conjunction with foglis said in a statement to Thursday at the Church
of God By Sens. Dee liuddleston, 0Is presently residing in Farmthe main located at Fifth and newsmen. "I urge all business- in Mayfield, where
Mrs. Seay Elizabethtown, arid Tom Harvile, Virginia:
men to notify their senators was a member
Main streets.
ris, D-Carrollton
The Morgan Funeral Home in
The new Dees Bank of Hazel and representatives that they
Funeral services will be
i§ expected to be in operation support this legislation."
To increase the cost of a Princeton is in charge of
conducted by Rev. Jessie
Also scheduled for considera- Dougherty. Burial
hon. This is a modern building
driver's
license by $15 for each arrangements. The funeral will
will
be
in
which has been under con- tion Wednesday is a bill which Highland Park
point
assessed
for traffic viola- be held at 2:00 p.m. today at thO
Cemetery
struction for several months would exempt certain busineestions
since the last renewal. funeral home. Rev. Leslie
Friends may call at the
and is located on the north side es from Kentucky's Sunday Roberts Funeral
After
a
license is suspended or I /award will be in charge of the
Home
in
closing law and let local gov- Mayfield
of Hazel.
revoked.
d 'would. cost the services. Burial will bw-iiir the
until the funeral hour
Cedar Cemetery in Princeton.
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